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THE STATE OF NEW HAI\«PSHIRE
HOLDERNESS TOWN WARRANT 1981
To the inhabitants of the Town of Holderness in the County of Grafton and State of
New Hampshire qualified to vote in Town affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town House on Tuesday the tenth of Marq^h
next, at ten o'clock in the forenoon, at which time the polls shall be opened and shall
close not earlier than six o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the following subjects,
the second and subsequent articles to be acted upon commencing at seven thirty
o'clock in the evening of the same day.
Article 1: To choose all Town officers.
Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) to meet the requirements of RSA 442A in reference
to the impoundment of dogs.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the support of the local hospitals.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred ninety five dollars and fifty cents ($295.50) to maintain and continue the
system of services of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred and twenty dollars ($220.00) to assist in maintaining the services of the
Upper Valley Senior Citizens Council.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawal from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972





General Expense of Highway Dept. 5000.00
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund as
authorized by RSA Chapter 25 for the purpose of funding the purchase of a 3000
gallon tanker for the Fire Department and to determine the amount to be authorized
therefore.
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Article 9: To see if the Town will make any alterations In the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in Its report.
Article 10: To see if the Town, in accordance with RSA 53C: 1-5, will authorize the
Selectmen to augment and extend the permit granted to the Littleton Cable T.V.
Corporation, subsequently assigned to the Hildreth Broadcasting Company by the
Board of Selectmen December 20, 1971, and presently held by the State Cable T.V.
Corporation, such action to be subject to prior public hearing by the Board of
Selectmen.
Article 11: To see If the Town will adopt the following ordinance relative to the
Intent to build within the corporate limits of the Town of Holderness:
Section 1. No person, firm or corporation shall build, construct, enlarge, elevate,
alter, relocate or otherwise change any building or structure within the Town, where
the total cost shall be In excess of five hundred ($500.00) dollars without filing a
Notice of Intent to Build with the Board of Selectmen, said notice shall be provided by
the Town at a nominal charge of one dollar ($1.00). The Board of Selectmen shall
acknowledge receipt of the Notice by returning duplicate copy of said Notice to the
applicant within fourteen (1 4) days, noting date and time of filing.
Section 2. Any person, firm or corporation violating any of the above shall be
punished by a fine of not more than twenty-five dollars ($25.00). Such firm, person or
corporation shall be deemed to be guilty of a separate offense for each and every day
during any portion of which any violation is committed, continued or permitted by
such person, firm or corporation and shall be punishable therefore as provided herein.
This ordinance to be in force sixty (60) days subsequent to its adoption.
Article 12: Whereas certain areas of Holderness are subject to periodic flooding
from streams, rivers and lakes, causing serious damage to properties within these
areas, and whereas, relief is available In the form of Federally subsidized flood in-
surance as authorized by the National Flood Insurance Act of 1968 and, whereas, it
was the vote of the Town on June 25, 1975, to meet the National Flood Insurance
Program Regulations and by that vote adopted land use and control measures to
reduce future flood losses as set forth In Section 1910 of the National Flood
Regulations. Whereas, to continue in the Flood Insurance Program the Town must
vote to accept the final Flood Insurance Rate Maps (FIRM) and vote to continue the
land use and control measures for flood hazard areas adopted In 1975, and, whereas,
the Town has the legal authority to adopt land use and control measures pursuant to
RSA 31 :39, now, therefore be It resolved that the Town adopt the Flood Damage
Prevention Ordinance as proposed by the Holderness Planning Board so as to meet
the above mentioned requirements. Copies of the Flood Damage Prevention Or-
dinance are available at the Holderness Town Office and have been posted at the
Town Office and the U.S. Post Office. (Vote by Ballot)
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to accept the wetlands inventory Including
the designation of all prime wetlands, as prepared by the Conservation Commission
per a vote of the March 14,1 978 annual Town meeting. (By petition)
Article 14: To see if the Town will vote to petition the Representatives and
Senators who represent the Town in the General Court to support In the current
session of the General Court, the concurrent resolution to amend the State Con-
stitution to limit the annual increase in property taxes to five percent and to limit the
annual increase in spending by the state or any city, town, or other governmental unit
of the state to five percent. (By petition).
Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to petition the Representatives and
Senators who represent the Town in the General Court to support in the current
session of the General Court, the concurrent resolution to annend the State Con-
stitution to limit the annual increase in both taxes and spending by the state or any
city, town or other governmental unit of the state to five percent unless approved by a
2/3 vote of those present and voting of such taxing or spending authority. (By
petition).
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes.
Article 17: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell, convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax
Collector's deed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42.
Article 18: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive
and expend federal or state grants, which may become available during the course of
the year, and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money, provided: (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the ex-
penditure of other Town funds, (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies; and (3) that such
items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and ex-
penditure of Town monies, all as provided by RSA 31 :95-b.
Article 19: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting. . '•
Given under our hands this 16th day of February in the year of our Lord nineteen
hundred and eighty-one.
Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Roger S. Gage
Irving R. Marsh
We, the undersigned, Selectmen of the Town of Holderness, New Hampshire, do
hereby certify that on the 17th day of February, 1981, we posted an attested copy of
the foregoing warrant at the Holderness Town House, the place of the meeting, and
that we posted a like copy of said warrant at the Holderness Post Office, a public
place in said Town of Holderness.
Dated this 17th day of February, 1981.
Donald E. Dana, Chairman
Roger S. Gage
Irving R. Marsh
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
GRAFTON, SS
Before me, the undersigned officer, personally appeared Donald E. Dana, Roger S.
Gage and Irving R. Marsh whose names are subscribed to the foregoing Return of
Posting, and made oath that the facts alleged therein are true.
Gertrude L. Eisner
Justice of the Peace





PURPOSES OF APPROPRIATION (1980-81) (1981-82) (1981-82)
General Government:
Town officers' salaries $ 9,850.00 $ 11,400.00 $ 11,400.00
Town officers' expenses 16,000.00 18,000.00 18,000.00
Election and Registration expenses 1,600.00 900.00 900.00
Municipal and District court expenses
Expenses town hall and other buildings 5,550.00 8,025.00 8,025.00
Reappraisal of property 3,700.00 3,700.00 3,700.00
Protection of Persons and Property:
Police Department 60,596.00 68,999.36 66,414.20
Fire Department, inc. forest fires 29,873.34 33,904.00 31,904.00
Blister rust and care of trees 1.00 1.00 1.00
Planning and Zoning 7,329.00 7,740.00 7,740.00
Insurance 1,000.00 1,000.00 1,000.00
Civil Defense 300.00 300.00 300.00
Conservation Commission 443.00 500.00 500.00
Health Department:
Health Dept. - Hospital - Ambulance 9,368.00 10,536.00 10,536.00
Vital Statistics 30.00 40.00 40.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 37,974.00 42,852.00 42,852.00
Highways & Bridges:
Town road aid 660.28 653.41 653.41
Town Maintenance 50,270.00 48,138.29 48,138.29
Street Lighting 2,500.00 2,700.00 2,700.00
General expenses of highway department 27,500.00 29,615.40 29,615.40
Libraries:
Library 7,410.00 8,000.00 8,000.00
Public Welfare:
Town poor 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Old age assistance 4,000.00 2,000.00 2,000.00
Aid to permanently and totally disabled 3,000.00 3,000.00 3,000.00
Patriotic Purposes:
Memorial Day - Old home day
Recreation:




Damages and Legal expenses
Advertising and Regional Associations





Principal-long term notes & bonds
Interest-long term notes & bonds






2-Way Radio-Highway (4 units)
Police Cruiser
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John B. Anderson 24
Howard H. Baker 45
Edmund G. Brown Jr. 13
George H.W. Bush 120
Jimmy Carter 65
John B. Connally 3
Robert Dole 3
Richard B. Kay 1
Lyndon H. LaRouche 1
Edward M. Kennedy 35
Ronald Reagan 187
HOLDERNESSTOWN MEETING 1980
Article 1 : To choose all Town officers. Results of balloting were read at opening
of the meeing.
Article 2: To accept the reports of all Town officers and committees. Voted
unanimously In the affirmative.
Article 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of three
hundred and fifty dollars ($350.00) to meet the requirements of RSA 442A in reference
to the impoundment of dogs. Voted in the affirmative with some dissenting votes.
Article 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of five
hundred dollars ($500.00) for the support of local hospitals. Voted in the affirmative,
unanimously.
Article 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred forty four dollars and twnty-three cents ($244.23) to maintain and continue
the system of services of the Inter-Lakes Day Care Center. Voted in the affirmative
with some dissenting votes.
Article 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of two
hundred twenty dollars ($220.00) to assist in maintaining the services of the Upper
Valley Senior Citizens Council. Voted in the affirmative unanimously.
Article 7: To see if the Town will vote to withdraw ten thousand dollars
($10,000.00) and accrued interest from the Capital Reserve Account established by
Article 10 in the 1978 Warrant and to apply said funds toward the purchase of a new
truck for the Highway Department. Voted in the affirmative with some dissenting
votes.
Article 8: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from
Daniel Ryder and CLD Inc. for use as Town Roads a deed to the Town of two existing
private ways, each 50 feet in width, known as Shingle Mill Lane and Tirvett Lane,
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Including the turnaround at the end thereof, as shown on a plan entitled Heritage Hill
Phase II Holderness (etc) (By petition) This petition was presented at Town Meeting
March 13, 1979, and was tabled for action at the 1980 Town Meeting. Voted to table
the article.
Article 9: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from
93 Realty Inc. for use as a Town road, a deed to the Town of the existing private way,
50 feet in width, including the turnaround at the end thereof, as shown on a plan
entitled Proposed Subdivision Milford S. Morgan Farm, Holderness N.H. belonging
to 93 Realty Inc. (etc) This petition was also presented at Town meeting March 13,
1979 and was tabled for action at the 1980 Town Meeting. Voice vote was in the af-
firmative with dissenting votes.
Article 10: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept from
Gladys Merrill, Halston Lenentine and John McLeod for use as a Town road, deeds
to the Town of the existing private way 50 feet in width, including the turnaround at
the end thereof, as shown on a plan entitled Plan of Roadway in Holderness N.H.
belonging to G. Merrill, H. Lenentine Jr., J. McLeod et al. Compiled from surveys by
Richard Dearborn which are recorded in the Grafton County Registry of Deeds. (By
petition) Voice vote was in the negative.
Article 11: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to have
driveways sanded for persons incapacitated by reason of health or age (By petition)
Article amended to read ... driveways off state or town roads and not over 300 feet
long. Voted by voice to table the article.
Article 12: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the withdrawl from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972
for setoffs against budgeted appropriations for the following priority items indicated,




General Expense of Highway Department 1 2,000
Town Dump 12,000
Voice vote was in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of sixty
five thousand dollars ($65,000) for the purchase of a Tank Truck for the Fire Depart-
ment, and determine whether such sum shall be raised by borrowing under the New
Hampshire Muncipal Finance Act or otherwise, and pass any vote relating thereto.
Moderator declared the article out of order since approval would raise the ap-
propriation more than ten percent of the total amount of the recommended budget -
this applicable since Holderness is under the Municipal Budget Act.
Article 14: To see if the Town will make any alterations in the amount of money
required to be raised and appropriated for the ensuing year for the support of the
Town, as recommended by the Budget Committee in its report. Amended to increase
the budget of $344,026.28 by $6,000.00 to $350,026.28 by Police Chief Gagne for the
Police Dept. Amendment was voted by voice in the affirmative with some dissenting
votes. Amended to increase the figure of $350,026.28 by $2,000.00 to $352,026.28 under
Town Officers expenses. Amendment was voted by voice in the affirmative
unanimously. The budget of $352,026.28 was approved by voice vote with one
dissenting vote.
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Article 15: To see if the Town will vote to have the Appraisal Division of the
Department of Revenue Administration conduct a complete revaluation starting in
1983 or thereafter as conditions warrant such action. Because of the closeness of the
vote a count was requested by the moderator. Result was 56 affirmative, 50 negative.
Moderator declard the article passed.
Article 16: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to borrow in
anticipation of taxes. Voice vote was in the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 17: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to administer, lease,
sell, convey or otherwise dispose of any real estate acquired by the Town by any Tax
Collector's deed in accordance with the provisions of RSA 80:42. Voice vote was in
the affirmative, unanimously.
Article 18:To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to apply for, receive
and expend federal or state grants, which may become available during the course of
the year, and also to accept and expend money from any other governmental unit or
private source to be used for purposes for which the Town may legally appropriate
money; provided: (1) that such grants and other monies do not require the ex-
penditure of other Town funds (2) that a public hearing shall be held by the Selectmen
prior to the receipt and expenditure of such grants and monies: and (3) that such
items shall be exempt from all provisions of RSA 32 relative to limitation and ex-
penditure of Town moneys, all as provided by RSA 31 :95-b." Voice vote in the af-
firmative, unanimously.
Article 19: To transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
Mr. Beij suggested the Planning Board, Selectmen, Road Agent and State
authorities get together to try to have a more coordinated approach to road ac-




RESULTS OF THE STATE PRIMARY
SEPTEMBERS, 1980
Republican Ballots Cast (including absentee ballots) 228
Democratic Ballots Cast (including absentee ballots) 33
REPUBLICAN DEMOCRATIC
Governor: Governor:
Bussey, Elmer 4 Gallen, Hugh 28
D'Allesandro, Louis 78 Wingate, Thomas 1
Thomson, Meldrim Jr. 132
U.S. Senator:
U.S. Senator: Durkin, John 27
Bradley, David 22 Sullivan, William 2
Brady, Lawrence 22
Campaigne, Anthony 11 Representative in Congress:
Hager, Edward 16 Arel, Maurice 14



































Conley, Raymond Jr. 184
Representative:
Buckman, Harold 162





Delegate to State Convention:
Sargent, Harrison 190
RESULTS OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION
NOVEMBER 4, 1980
Total Number of Names on Regular Checklists 1098
Total Number of Regular State Ballots cast 729
Total Number of Absentee Ballots cast 70
For Electors of President and Vice President
of the United States
Ronald Reagan, George Bush 492
Jimmy Carter, Walter F. Mondale 267
Anderson, John B, Patrick J. Lucey 119
Edward Clark, David Koch 3
Deirdre Griswold, Naomi Cohen
Clifton DeBerry, MatildeZimmermann 1
Barry Commoner, LaDonna Harris 1
For Governor
Meldrin Thomson Jr. R 368
Hugh J.Gallen, D. 401
For U.S. Senator
Warren Rudman, R. 522
John A. Durkin, D. 232
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Representative in Congress
Judd Gregg, R. 598
Maurice Arel, D. 130
Councilor:
Raymond S. Burton, R. 553
John A. Marro, D. 150
State Senator:
Raymond K. Conley Jr. R. 652
Raymond K. Conley Jr. D. 36
Representative to the General Court
Harold V. Buckman R 492
Giles Low MR. 484
Katherine Harriman, D. 237
Elliot Maggin D. 183
1980 SUMMARY INVENTORY
Land-Improved and Unimproved $20,408,665.00
Buildings 22,540,250.00
Public Utilities, Electric 390,930.00









School Dining Room, Dormitory & Kitchen 150,000.00
Total Exemptions Allowed $307,150.00
Net Valuation on which Tax Rate is Computed $43,032,695.00
Electric, Gas & Pipeline Company Operating Plant
M.H. Electric Cooperative 167,980.00
Public Service Company 222,950.00
Total 390,930.00
Number of Inventories Distributed in 1980 956
Number of Inventories Properly Completed & Filed in 1980 866
Number of Individuals Applying for Elderly Exemption 1980 28 at 5000
Number of Individuals Granted Elderly Exemption 1980 28-1/2 at 5000
Number of Individual Property Owners granted Current Use Exemption In 1980 44
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Total Assessed Value of Land undercurrent Use:
1980 STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED









Town Officers' Salaries 9,850.00
Town Officers' Expenses 1 8,000.00
Election and Registration Expenses 1 ,600.00
Town Hall and Other Buildings Expenses 550.00
Reappraisal of Property 3,700.00
PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY:
Police Department 60,596.00
Fire Department, inc. forest fires 29,873.34






Health Dept. $4,352; Hospital $500; Ambulance 4,516 9,368.00
Vital Statistics 30.00
Town Dump and Garbage Removal 37,974.00
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES:
Town Road Aid 660.28
Town Maintenance 50,270.00
Street Lighting 2,500.00





Old Age Assistance 4,000.00
Aid to Permanently and Totally Disabled 3,000.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES:
Memorial Day -Old Home Day 500.00
RECREATION:




Damages and Legal Expenses 2,000.00
Advertising and Regional Associations 210.00
Employees' retirement and Social Security 7,300.00
17





Principal-long term Notes and Bonds
Interest-long term Notes and Bonds





Library Energy Conservation Project
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS:
Total Town Appropriations





National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes
Interest on Delinquent Taxes
Resident Tax Penalties
Inventory Penalties
In Lieu of Taxes
FROM STATE:
Meals and Rooms Tax
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Highway Subsidy
Reib. a/c Road Toll Refund
Boat Tax
Business Profits Tax
FROM LOCAL SOURCES, EXCEPT TAXES:
Motor Vehicle Permits Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Fling Fees
Rent of Town Property




RECEIPTS OTHER THAN CURRENT REVENUE:
Proceeds of Bonds and Long Term Notes
Withdrawals From Capital Reserve Funds
Revenue Sharing Funds
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(CommiBBtonrr -pOWN OF HOIDERNESS oir.ctor
_ LORRAINE F. RACETTE
GENERAI. RJRPOSF FINANCIAL STATETIENro Assistant Director
F^R THE YEAR ENDED DEGEXBER Jl , 1980
January 26, 1981
TRANSMITTAL AND COMMENTARY LETTER
Board of Selectmen
Town Hall
Holderness, New Hampshire 03245
Members of the Board:
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds and
account groups of the Town of Holderness for the year ended December 31,
1980 and have issued our report thereon, dated January 26, 1981. As part
of our examination, we reviewed and~tested the Town's system of internal
accounting control to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the
system as required by generally accepted auditing standards. Under these
standards, the purpose of this evaluation is to establish a basis for
reliance when determining the nature, timing and extent of other such
auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an opinion on the
financial statments. Our study and evaluation disclosed no weaknesses
that we consider to be material. However, we offer the following com-
ments to assist the Town in improving their financial operations.
Inventory of Fixed Assets
As is the practice with many New Hampshire municipalities, the Town
has not maintained a record of its fixed assets. In order to ad-
equately maintain control of its existing fixed assets, we recommend
the Town conduct an inventory of these assets as soon as is practi-
cal. As part of their long-term policies. Town officials should
initiate fixed asset records. ; Cost or consideration given is the
generally accepted method for valuing fixed assets, and should be
recorded on all new acquisitions. Where adequate documentation of
cost is unavailable for existing fixed assets, an estimate of
original cost is an acceptable standard under accounting principles
for governmental entitles. The existence of fixed asset records
will not only aid Town officials in their control of these assets,
but should be an invaluable tool in long range planning.
- 1 -
Town of Holderness January 26, 1981
Electronic Data Processing
The Town is currently investigating having the tax bills prepared
by a computer. We recommend the town continue to investigate and
convert to computerized tax bills as soon as is feasible.
Publication Requirement
The provisions of RSA 71-A:1 require that only this letter be
published in the next annual report of the Town.
We recommend that you also publish the accompanying financial
statements, footnote disclosures and auditor's opinion in their
entirety in your next report. If you decide to publish the
accompanying financial statements, you must include both foot-
note disclosures and our auditor's opinion as part of the Town
Report. In addition, the auditor's report may not be published
without the accompanying financial statements and footnotes.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Town of Holderness for
their assistance during the course of our audit.
MUNICIPAL SERVICES DIVISION
DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
. 2 -
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We have examined the financial statements of the Town of Holderness
for the year ended December 31, 1980, listed in the foregoing table of
contents. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and included such tests of the accounting records as we
considered necessary in the circumstances.
The Town of Holderness has not maintained a record of its general fixed
assets, and accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets, required by
generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in the financial
statements.
In our opinion, except for the effects of the omission of a statement
of general fixed assets, as discussed in the preceding paragraph, these
financial statements present fairly the financial position of the Town of
Holderness at December 31, 1980 and the results of its operations and
changes in financial position for the year then ended, in accordance
with generally accepted accounting principles applied on a basis con-
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Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenditures and Changes In Fund
Balances - All Governmental Fund Types and Expendable Trust Funds
For The Year Ended December 31, 1980
Fiduciary Totals
Governmental Fund Types FundI Type (Memorandum Only)
Sp•ecial Expendable Year Ended
General Revenue Trust December 31, 1980
Revenues:
Taxes $141,199 $ $ $141,199
Licenses and Permits 40,940 40,940
Charges for Services 3,307 3,307
Intergovernmental Revenues 64,773 17,292 82,065
Miscellaneous Revenues 30.700 1.129 657 32.486
Total Revenues $280,919 ? 18,421 ? 657 $299,997
Expenditures
:
General Government $ 57,262 $ $ $ 57,262
Highways and Streets 83,047 83.047




Culture and Recreation 2,217 7,220 9,437





Total Expenditures $346,899 ? 7,220 ? $354,119
Excess of Revenues Over
(Under) Expenditures ($ 65.980) ? 11.201 $ 657 ($ 54.122)
Other Financing Sources
(Uses):
Operating Transfers In $ 58,945 $ 7,545 $ 66,490
Operating Transfers Out ( 7.545) ( 48,000) ( 10.945) ( 66.490)
Total Other Financing
Sources (Uses) $ 51,400 (? 40.455) <? 10.945) ^
Excess Of Revenues and Other















The accompanying notes are an integral part of these financial statements.
EXHIBIT C
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
Combined Statement of Revenues, i.xpenditures, and Changes in Fund
Balances - All Governmental Fund Types Special Revenue Fttnd Types




















Interest aid Fiscal Charges
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses):
Operating Transfers In
Operating Transfers Out
Total Other Financing Sources
(Uses)
Excess of Revenues and Other Sources Over
(Under) Expenditures and Other (Uses)
(Note 3)
Fund Balance January 1

























$ 74,832 $ 57,262 $ 17,570
93,269 97,784 ( 4.515)
78,430 83,047 ( 4,617)









$361,085 $346,899 $ 14.186














































$ 48,000 $ 18.421 ($ 29,579) $314,166 $299,340 ($ 14.826)
7,410 7,220 190
$ 74,832 $ 57,262 $ 17,570
93,269 97,784 ( 4,515)
78,430 83,047 ( 4,617)




43,433 44,976 ( 1.543)
$ 7,410 $ 7,220 ? 190












$368,495 $354,119 ? 14,376







$ 10,000 $ 10,945 $ 945
$ ($ 29,254) ($ 29,254)
52.363 52.363
$ 52,363 $ 23,109 ($ 29.254)










Combined Statement of Revenues, Expenses, and Changes in Fund Balance-
Non- Expendable Trust Fund










Fund Balances • January 1










Combined Statement of Changes in Financial Position
Non- Expendable Trust Fund




Sources of Working Capital:
Operations
:
Net Income $ 869
Net Increase In Working Capital $ 869
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TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
1. SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of the Town of Holderness conform to generally accepted
accounting principles for local governmental units except as Indicated herein-
after. The following Is a summary of significant accounting policies.
Basis of Accounting
The accrual basis is used for all fiduciary funds. Governmental funds utilize
the modified accrual bassls whereby revenues are recorded when measurable and
available. Expenditures are recorded when the liability is incurred (accrual
basis) except:
a. Disbursements for Inventory items (material and supplies) are
considered expenditures at the time of purchase.
b. Prepaid expenses are not normally recorded.
c. Interest on long-term debt which is recorded as an expenditure
when due.
General Fixed Assets
Fixed assets acquired or constructed for general government services are
recorded as expenditures in the fund making the expenditure. Funds used to
acquire general fixed assets and/or debt service payments on borrowings in
connection therewith are accounted for as expenditures in the year payments
are made. This is contrary to generally accepted accounting principles which
require that general fixed assets be capitalized and accounted for in a separate
fixed asset group of accounts.
Continuing Appropriations
Appropriations for certain projects and specific items not fully expended at
year-end are carried forward as continuing appropriations to the next year in
which they supplement the appropriations of that year. At year-end, continuing
appropriations are reported as a component of fund balance and are as follows:
Planning and Zoning (Master Plan) $ 2,272
Taxes Collected For Others
The town collects taxes for Holderness School District and Grafton County which are
remitted to them as required by law. These funds are accounted for as agency funds.
-9-
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (con't)
Inter-Fund Transactions
During the course of normal operations, the Town has numerous transactions
between funds including expenditures and transfers of resources to provide
services, construct assets and service debt. The accompanying governmental
and fiduciary funds financial statements reflect such transactions as trans-
fers
Other General Accounting Policies
Retirement System
Only members of the Police Department are members of the New Hampshire Retirement
System. Under this plan, participants contribute annually a percentage of com-
pensation which is fixed by law and dependent upon age when contributions begins.
The Town's contribution rate for normal cost of the plan is based upon an actuarial
valuation of the state plan as of June 1, 1978 and has been set at 9.3% of annual
compensation for Police. The amount, if any, of the excess of vested benefits
over pension fund assets for the Town of Holderness is not available. The Town
has no past service cost obligation. The total pension cost to the Town for the
year was $1,950.
Police employees may accumulate up to 36 days of sick leave, but are not en-
titled to a lump sum cash payment. The Town does not record the cost of sick
leave whon earned. The estimated value of accumulated sick leave at December 31,
1980 is approximately $3,700.
Property Taxes
Annually, the Town establishes an amount for abatements, discounts, and refunds
of property tax revenues knovn as overlay. All abatements, discounts and refunds
are charged to overlay.
As prescribed by law, the Tax Collector sells at tax sale, all uncollected
property taxes in the following year after taxes are due, where applicable.
The purchaser at tax sale has a priority tax lien on these properties and
accrues interest at 11% per annum. Delinquent taxpayers must redeem property
from tax sale purchasers.
Property is sold to the party who will accept a lien for the least undivided
interest in the property for payment of taxes and related costs due. If
property is not redeemed within the two year redemption period, the property
is tax-deeded to the lien holder.
-10-
TOWN OF llOLDERNESS
Notes To Financial Statements (continued)
2. PURPOSE OF FUNDS AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
The Town reports its activities in numerous individual funds to comply with the
limitations and restrictions placed on both the resources made available to the
Town and the services provided. Individual funds and account groups summarized
in the accompanying financial statements ere classified as follows:
A. Governmental Funds
These funds are intended to provide recurring general services. They are
controlled by a budget approved by the voters.
General Fund - used to account for all revenues and expenditures which are not
accounted for in other funds or account groups.
Special Revenue Funds - used to account for specific restricted revenues and
expenditures for various purposes. Receipts and expenditures of each fund are
governed by the terms of contractural agreements, statutes or local law.
B. Fiduciary Funds
Trust and Agency Funds - these funds are used to account for assets held by
Town in a fiduciary capacity for various purposes including cemetery operations,
and taxes collected for other governmental units. Receipts and expenditures
of each fund are governed by statutes or local law.
3. BUDGET
The Town budget represents departmental appropriations as authorized by annual
or special town meetings. The Selectmen may transfer funds between operating
categories as they deem necessary. New Hampshire state statutes require that the annual
budget be in balance but provides for use of beginning fund balance. Undesignated
beginning fund balance of $40,000 was applied to reduce the 1980 Tax Rate in the




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Continued )
4. LONG-TERM DEBT
At December 31, 1980, the Town's long-term debt consists of:
PRINCIPAL
Less
Interest Unpaid Balance Current Long - Terra Current
Rate December 31, 1979 Maturities Maturities Interest
Fire Truck Notes
1972 4 1/2% $ 3,500 $ 3,500 - - $ 158
General Obligation Notes are direct obligations of the Town for which its full faith
and credit are pledged, and are payable from taxes levied on all taxable property
located within the Town.
5. NON- EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
The principal amount of all non-expendable funds are restricted either by Law or
specific terms of individual bequests, in that only income earned thereon may be
expended. Principal and Income balances at December 31, 1980 are as follows:
Principal Interest Total
Cemetery Funds $ 4,750 $ 3,879 $8,629
6. EXPENDABLE TRUST FUNDS
Expendable Trust Funds (Capital Reserve Funds) at December 31, 1980 are detailed
as follows:
Fire Department Land $4,752
-12 _
TOWN OF HOLDERNESS
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (Continued)
7. SPECIAL REVENUE FUND BALANCES






8. RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS
The Town expended $9,187 in insurance premiums to an agency owned by an official
of the Town.
- 13 -




















































































































TOWN HALL & OTHER BLDGS.






















































































Lakes Region Wholesale Supply
G. Mack


























































































































Lakes Reg. Mutual Aid













Natl Fire Prot. Assn.
NE Telephone



























































































NH Assn., Conser. Comm
Postmaster






































































Wages & Equip. 2,675.75






























































































































































































































































































L Thompson Wages 800.80
LM. Thompson Wages & Equipment 4,730.00














Joseph A. Carvelli, Treas.













Despite the impact of ever increasing costs in every phase of our municipal
operation, the Town ended its fiscal year on the plus side of the ledger, actually
showing a slight surplus. Thanks is due to the Budget Committee, all our department
heads and employees for their cooperation in keeping our costs to a minimum.
Again we remind building contractors, potential home builders or those in-
dividuals anticipating substantial alterations, that they must submit proposed plans
to the Governor's Council on Energy to insure conformity with the State Energy Code.
Meetings with the Selectmen of the towns adjacent to the lakes have been held
monthly. This group has been in operation on a regular schedule since August 1,
1979, to the mutual benefit of the towns involved.
Our thanks to every committee member, our town officers, the police, fire and
highway departments, the library trustees, and to our Town Clerk and Tax Collector
for their effort and dedication toward making Holderness a better and nicer place in
which to live.
REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS POLICE DEPARTMENT
This past year proved to be an active year for the Holderness Police Department.
Unfortunately, it was marred by two deaths, both occurring in a boating accident on
Big Squam Lake. The year also saw the first twenty-four hour coverage on a motor-
cycle weekend. During this weekend we had two officers in the cruiser during the
critical night hours, and aside from minor problems, we are happy to report that the
thefts and burglaries that had occurred the previous year were eliminated.
One of the most important issues facing this Department and the town this year is
the dramatic increase in burglaries. This area has shown an increase of 118% over
41
1979! These burglaries are occurring not only In seasonal homes, but in year-round
residential homes also! And they are occurring not only at night but also in the
daytime. It is a problem not unique to Holderness but one that is plaguing the
surrounding towns also. Recent national statistics now show a serious increase in -
rural crime, and point out the fact that people who live in rural areas are not aware of
this increasing problem, as we realize in our day to day conversations with town-
speople. Many people leave their homes without locking their doors. Granted, if
someone wants to get in he will, but is it necessary to help him? The burglar might
find a locked door a deterrent, and the time he spends trying to get in means more
time to be seen by a neighbor, passing motorist or passer by.
The other main issue in law enforcement was that of enforcement on and around
theSquam Lake area. Thanks to interested people and organizations, these problems
are being discussed in public forums, for input on how to better face these particular
issues.
The Holderness Police Department still stands at three full time officers. One
more special officer was added to the ranks-James Cerami. Jim was previously with
the Plymouth Police Department and has several years of full time law enforcement
experience.
In the area of education Sgt. Zampierl attended a Drug Enforcement School
sponsored by the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency. He also attended a Medico-Legal
Forensic Seminar offered by the N.H. Attorney General's Office and the N.H. Police
Standards and Training Council. Officer Cheney attended the Firearms Instructor
Course also offered by the Training Council.
We should like to take this opportunity to thank all the citizens for their support
during the past year and also thank the surrounding towns and their departments for
their help in our endeavors.
CRIME PREVENTION TIPS-REMEMBER-Crime Prevention is Everyone's
Business!!!
1. Lock your doors (Home, business, shed, garage, car)
2. Keep business well lighted and avoid lots of signs in windows
3. Mark your valuables. We have ident kits available for your use
4. If you are thinking of putting in an alarm system, get as much information as
possible and shop around.
Once again, thank you for your support and help during the past year. And may













Destruction of Property 3
Disorderly Person 11
Drugs 1
Family and Neighborhood Dispute 23




Littering and Junk 5















Theft (from vehicles) 4







Suspicious Circumstances/Person ^ 25
Theft-Larceny ' 43





1980 value of property stolen $39,057
1980 value of property recovered 20 266
Loss $18,791
1979 value of property stolen 71,133
1979 value of property recovered 29,963
Loss $41,170
FORTY-EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT
Records at the 22-town Lakes Region Mutual Fire Aid Dispatch Center in Laconia
show Holderness to have had an average response time in 1980 of 2.3 minutes, six
seconds shorter than last year. Our average arrival time over the past twelve months
was logged in at 4.9 minutes, a 1.2 minute improvement over 1979 and 4.3 minutes
faster than in 1978. With firemen closer to the firehouse, we are able to turn out
raster! That's the good news.
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Now the bad news. A serious trend is evolving concerning the increasing use of
wood for home heat and that is the increasing incidence of flue fires. Statistics show
that for 1980 wood heat-related fires in Holderness represented 61 % of all structure
fires. This is up over a year ago, and last year was up over the year before.
Unfortunately fires in stovepipes and flues, usually caused by a creosote build-up
or faulty assembly, have a way of becoming partition and ceiling fires and, ultimately,
full structure fires!
Some underwriters have indicated that their insurance companies are seriously
considering significant premium increases to all homeowners burning wood. It would
be too bad if the savings derived from wood heat were offset by higher insurance
costs. Let's not let Holderness contribute to such unfavorable actuarial statistics.
Of the 63 requests we received for assistance, 5 were for structure fires, 9 were
motor vehicle-related, 8 were for forest fires, 3 were the result of faulty power lines, 3
were for medical emergencies and we had 3 false alarms.
On 15 occasions we were called out of town to help our neighboring communities
and on 6 occasions other towns came in to help us.
Two crucial logistical problems now face our department. We have outgrown our
tiny fire station constructed back in the early 1950s when all the town had for fire
trucks were the Model "A" and a 1950 GMC pumper. Both are still in service. An
unheated lean-to has been added to the west side of the station to house apparatus
but we still have to dry hoses on thefloorof our meeting room. And it's all one can do
to walk between the fire trucks.
The other problem we are experiencing relates to our inability to convey sufficient
amounts of water to a fire scene soon enough to prevent a full structure blaze. Many
Holderness homes are remotely situated being long distances from the nearest water
and it is sometimes for want of a few hundred gallons of steady water that a fire can
get away from us.
We have a present complement of 32 men. Our monthly training schedule includes
such subjects as Relay Pumping, Ladders, Breathing Apparatus, Forest Fires,
Ventilation, The Chemistry of Fire and Water Streams. The State Fire Marshal's office
conducted a special seminar on arson in our station.
We are pleased that the Fire Department Auxiliary is reorganizing and plans
numerous events throughout the coming year.
Finally, the members have voted to assemble a history of the 48 year old fire
department. If you have any old photographs or news clippings (or just memories)




HOLDERNESS FIRE DEPARTMENT - CALL FOR ASSISTANCE
(January 1, 1980 to December 31, 1980)
January
10 Midge Gordon, Mt. Prospect Rd, overheated stovepipe*
12 Harry Welch, Westwind Cabins, Rt 3 south, auto accident,
person pinned in wreckage
20 Donald Dana, Beede Rd, chimney fire
22 Fire reported by motorist, 1-93, nothing found







2 Bryan Ramsay, N. Holderness, chimney fire
3 Dorothy A. Currier, Rt 1 75, barn fire/electric tape*
3 C. Chase, South River St, smoke investigation*
6 Medical emergency, Owl Brook Road
8 Medical emergency, Kevin Barlow, Heritage Hill
9 Search & Rescue, West Rattlesnake Mt, Rt 1 13, David Edy
13 Francis O'Donnell, Rt 175, oil burner
13 Hollis Willoughby, Beede Rd, chlmey fire
14 Mutual Aid, Ashland
27 Arthur D. Bartholomew, Coxboro Rd, chimney fire
29 Harold Hannaford Camp, Rt 3, stovepipe fire
5 Rt3, village, truck accident
19 Burgess, Rt 175, gas investigation/broken pilot line
21 Mutual Aid, Ashland
25 Gladys Merrill, Mt. Prospect Rd, chimney fire*
2 Sam Laverack, Rt 175 at Owl Brook, structure fire
5 Richard Waldron, Coxboro Rd, automatic fire alarm
10 Mutual Aid, Meredith
19 Frank Brown, Perch Pond Rd, trailer fire
19 Mutual Aid, Sandwich, Guthrie Spears Jr, structure fire
20 Alex Ray, Beede Rd, forest fire
14 North Ashland Rd, Forest Fire
17 Interstate 93, Forest Fire
17 Forest Fire, Rt 175 and N. Ashland Rd
25 Overturned motorcycle, Rt 3, E. Holderness at Westwind
26 Tractor Fire, N. Ashland Rd
29 Mutual Aid, standby in Ashland Fire Station
6 Westwind Cottages, E. Holderness, Rt 3, brush fire
19 PSC Field House, fire in sawdust pile*
22 Rt 175, automobile fire, Susan Logantore
25 South River St, Ted Gauthier, dump truck snagged power line,
smoke investigation*
26 Mt Morgan, unattended campfire
26 Insurance Underwriters, test of Truck #12M3
28 Medical Emergency, Austin Broadhurst camp, Mooney Pt.
July
August
1 Richard Gagne, Bethel Woods Campground, Rt 3, auto fire
6 Coxboro Rd, trees on wires
7 Rockywold-Deephaven Camps, truck fire
12 P. MacDonald, South River St, chimney fire*
27 Coxboro Road, woods fire
27 Mutual Aid, Center Harbor
30 Dale Wilkie, Rt 3, limbs on powerline
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September
6 Mutual Aid, Ashland
9 Berry, College Rd, chimney fire
October
8 Holderness Central School, Fire Prevention Demonstration
10 Charles P. Howe, Rt 113, chimney fire
1
1
Stanley Graton, Howe Rd, countertop fire
19 Lostchild, Rt 113, LaFrenlere
20 G.S. Grumman, Piper Cove, partition fire
21 PSC Field House, Box alarm pulled*
23 Mutual Aid, Meredith
24 False Alarm
1 1 Mutual Aid, Meredith
21 Eric Neilson, Rt 3, Village, brush fire
27 Mutual Aid, Ashland
November
December
4 Stan Nistler, Shepard Hill, chimney fire
5 Charlie's Quick Lunch, Bridge St, electrical fire
11 Mutual Aid, Ashland, Cold Springs Condominiums
flooded oil burner
13 Pine ShoreRestaurant, Rt 3, automobile accident
22 Mutual Aid, Ashland, cover truck
22 Mutual Aid, Ashland, cover truck
27 1-93, Ashland, gasoline tanker overturned, fire
* Plymouth Fire Department automatically responds by previous arrangement
Holderness called for additional outside assistance through Mutual Aid six times.
OVERSEER OF WELFARE REPORT
During 1980 ten applicants were interviewed. Of that number:
four received financial help
three referred to Fuel Assistance Program
two were placed on Aid to Total Disability
one was deemed ineligible
At present on one is an Old Age Assistance
Laura Heath
Overseer of Welfare
REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS FREE LIBRARY
The Holderness Free Library has had a very good year. The Children's Story Hour
under the supervision of Mrs. Susan Stroud was a huge success. We have a new
furnace which is a big help in the energy crisis. This was made possible by private
donations at no expense to the taxpayers.
Thanks to our capable librarian, Mrs. Mary DeLashmit the book selection is ex-
cellent and the circulation has increased enormously.
The Holderness Historical Society used the library for their December meeting,
and it also was used on December 13th by the Town and Country Garden Club after
the tree lighting at the Post Office. Christmas decorations were made in the basement
on two Saturdays under the supervision of Lila Heath.
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It is great to know that so many people are using the library. We know that the
budget has increased, but with the cost of fuel, electricity and everything else, we do
need the money to operate well. We sincerely hope that the taxpayers will support us.
Your library is an asset to our town.
Respectfully submitted,
Helen A. Taylor,
Secretary of the Trustees
HOLDERNESS FREE LIBRARY




































ANNUAL REPORT, HOLDERNESS, NEW HAMPSHIRE







statistics: 1979 1980 % of Increase
Circulation* 4881 6398 31%
Patronage** 2140 3435 60%
New Members 110
(approx.)
248 * * *
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Library Hours:
Regular: Wednesdays & Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Summer: Mondays, Wednesdays & Saturdays, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Programs this year have included our new Preschoolers' Story Hour held every
Wednesday at 3:30 p.m. by Mrs. Susan Stroud. We again had a series of successful
Craft Programs in the summer and at Christmas, led by Lila Heath. The participation
in the kids Summer Reading Program was at a high of 45 youngsters, with Chris
Cripps and Katherine Wiggett the Winners of the top reading awards.
We received many generous donations of time, books, and money, enabling us to
improve our heating and insulation at little or no cost to the town this year. We had
two successful Bake Sales, and received the complete 13 volume Oxford English
Dictionary, among many other wonderful donated books.
My new assistant, Ann Pierce, has been a great help and inspiration in the
organization of the library. We believe we've created a fairly good arrangement of our
books and facilities now. Come by and tell us what you think!
Notes:
*Circulation-books, magazines, etc. loaned out.
**Patronage-number of people visiting the library. The large percentage of in-
crease here is due in part to being open an extra day a week last summer.
***The count for new memberships was done slightly differently in 1979, so a
valid comparision is not possible.
Mary DeLashmit
Librarian
1980 REPORT OF THE HOLDERNESS PLANNING BOARD
During 1980 the Holderness Planning Board reviewed 15 applications for sub-
division involving 109 lots. In all 11 subdivisions involving 66 lots were approved. The
Holderness Planning Board normally meets the second Thursday of each month at
7:00 p.m. Due to increased work load from subdivisions and master plan work, the
Planning Board is tentatively meeting also on the fourth Thursday of the month.
Thanks to the work of a large number of community volunteers who have served on
the ad hoc "Master Plan Committee", the Town's master plan is well under way. Lakes
Region Planning Commission is assisting Holderness with this task. A population
growth study and current land use plan are now near completion. The community
questionnaire, completed and tallied the end of 1979, along with community input at
Planning Board meetings has enabled the Master Plan Committee to recommend the
following community goals:
Economy: Holderness is primarily a recreation and residential rural community.
Preserve these rural qualities which are basis for economy.
Restrict heavy/ medium industry, shopping centers and commercial recreation.
Encourage small shops, professional offices and farming.
Current tourist industry including motels/ hotels/ restaurants/ marinas are needed.
However future growth in this area should be approached cautiously.
Light commercial use should be approached cautiously.
Growth: Guided. (Note 88% of respondants to questionnaire felt population
should stay the same or be controlled)
Housing: permit adequate housing for all income levels.
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Historic Resources: Encourage preservation of historical aspects of Holderness.
Paries and Recreation: Promote current beach facility.
Public Services: Growth and development in all remote, steep slope and wetland
areas should be critically reviewed with respect to long range cost to town of sup-
plying highway, protection, education and other community services.
Land Use: Promote well-balanced land use plan that:
1
)
is capable of preserving residential-rural nature of Holderness.
2) will guard against a too rapid growth resulting in need for community services.
3) preserve the scenic and healthful lakes environment which is a critical im-
portance to the Town's recreational oriented economy.
We welcome additional citizens to join us in planning for Holderness's future.
Those interested may contact any of the Planning Board members listed at the end of
this report or leave their name at the Town Office.
In 1980 the Board considered a number of amendments to its Subdivision
Regulations. Community concern for water quality, wetland and steep slope
protection and preservation of the rural qualities of Holderness prompted the
adoption of a Slopes/Soil amendment. As a result subdivision minimum lot size is
determined by the type of soil and slope of each lot.
In response to concerns expressed at the 1980 Town Meeting, the Board is
currently working on an amendment to its regulations concernmg road construction
requirements. There is no question that roads are one of the most important planning
responsibilities of the Board.
Finally 1980 saw the departure of two long time members of the Holderness
Planning Board: Jonathan Bourne who served from 1971-1980 and Dr. Lawrence
Staples who was one of the first appointees of the planning board in 1 969. Dr. Staples
served as Chairman for eleven years and his leadership and advice will be missed.
Also missed will be the invaluable contribution of the Board's "eight" member, Olive
Staples, who handled planning board correspondance, certified notices and taping of
all meetings.
Respectfully submitted,








REPORT OF THE PEMI-BAKER HOME HEALTH AGENCY
The Pemi-Baker Home Health Agency has completed another year of invaluable
service to Holderness and the other member towns. Holderness home care visits were
as follows:
Skilled nursing 188 visits
Physical therapy 128 visits
Home Health Aide 67 visits
Homemaker 245 visits
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In addition to the home visits, Blood Pressure Clinics are held for Ashland and
Holderness residents on the first Thursday of each month at 2:30 at the Ashland
Baptist Church. Twice yearly diabetic screenings are also held. Free immunization
clinics are held bi-monthly. The school nurse has picked up many children in need of
immunization.
Anyone not familiar with the services provided by the agency may pick up a
brochure at the Town Clerk's office or may call the agency office at 536-2232. In these
days of high cost of hospital and nursing home care it is comforting to know that
patients can be in their own homes and still receive skilled care.
Respectfully submitted,
Eleanor Wolf
Holderness Representative to the Board
of Directors of the Pemi-Baker
Home Health Agency
REPORT OF THE HEALTH OFFICER
For the year ending December 31 , 1980, eleven permits were issued for the proper
handling of waste matters. Approximately ten calls have been received relating to
health matters and several homes inspected for child care.
As of last year the State issues approvals for waste matter which are good for a
four year period. If the system is not installed within this period of time a new ap-
proval must be received from the State.
Russell R. Moren
Health Officer for the
Town of Holderness
REPORT OF HOLDERNESS PARK BOARD
First of all, we thank everyone who helped get the beach ready for 1980. Special
thanks to the Boy Scouts (Troop 70) and troop leaders for their assistance. Roger
Gage and Ken Hawkins did a fine job of installing the planks on the float. Lyie
Thompson saw to adding sand again to the beach, which is very much appreciated.
Later in the season we did have vandalism problems. A new lifeguard chair, "ON
DUTY" - "OFF DUTY" sign, and repairs to the swingset will be needed for 1981 . Aside
from malicious damage, two new picnic tables are needed.
We thank everyone for helping to sell tickets (82) and special thanks to Terry
Duggan for an excellent job of lifeguard duty.
We hope to see everyone again in 1981 . Please feel free to join in the use of this
beautiful facility.
Respectfully submitted,




THIRTEENTH ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
"WETLANDS" is a general term to describe bogs, marshes and swamps. In more
technical terms, wetlands are those areas possessing significant and prevailing
hydrological characteristics-poorly drained soils and special vegetation-so as to
render them very risky for most kinds of development.
Unfortunately the detrimental and often costly consequences of building on, in or
next to wetlands often are not felt for many years at which time the homeowner or
taxpayer must pick up the costs to correct the situation. But this can be prevented by
careful protective measures.
Nineteen-hundred and eighty seemed to be the year for wetlands protection in
Holderness. Your commission spent the majority of its time and efforts monitoring
proposals to construct in or fill wetlands in the town. State law now transfers back to
the towns part of the responsibility for protecting its marshes, bogs and swamps.
We received 6 applications for wetlands construction in 1980. Two required a
public hearing. The case drawing the most public interest involved Swainey's Brook
Swamp (Holderness Wetland #33) at the Centre Harbor Town Line on Route 3. A
proposal to place 3329 yds. of fill into this swamp to create 19 travel trailer sites
brought 45 people to a June 11 hearing in the Town Hall. There was almost total
opposition including a letter from the town of Centre Harbor.
Instead of just voting to oppose the application, the commission instead com-
missioned an evaluation by Lakes Region Planning Commission at no cost to the
town. Ultimately the developer agreed to the suggestions made by an evaluation team
and the trailer pads now will be constructed back upon dry land.
An inventory of all major wetlands in Holderness, 72 in all, has been completed
pursuant to a March 14, 1978 Town Meeting vote and subsequent appropriation of
$250. This inventory is now available for inspection at the town office during reaular
hours. We owe our gratitude to the many individuals in and out of town who assisted
us. At the 1981 Town Meeting, voters will be asked to formally accept the inventory.
Your commissioners feel strongly that Holderness should have its own municipal
wetlands ordinance to augment the 'home rule' provisions of the state wetlands act
(RSA 483-A). On September 30 we received a letter from the planning board asking us
to prepare and present a sample wetlands ordinance. This we have done.
During the fall we also published in the Record Citizen a notice that Holderness
residents and taxpayers would be allowed to take up to two cords of firewood from the
town forest. To date we have had only two takers.
After many years of faithful service, Derwood Corbett has had to resign from the
commission because he now resides in Plymouth. Derwood took over the glass
recycling project from Al Bushnell and served the town well with his knowledge of








APPLICATIONS TO PLACE FILL OR











Henry & Erma Ahem
Thomas Hale & Fanny
C. Ham










REPORT OF TOWN HALL COMMITTEE
With money appropriated, the chimney has been rebuilt from the roof up and the
south side of the roof was reshingled. An emergency light for the main hall has also
been purchased.
The Mt. Livermore Grange has purchased a rug for the entranceway which will help
preserve the floor within the main hall.
Suggestions would be appreciated as to how the flags and sign at the Town Hall
can be secured from vandalism and/or theft. These actions are becoming costly to the
taxpayers.
It is the hope of this Committee that a decision regarding the painting vs. vinyl or
aluminium siding of the exterior of the Town Hall be made before condition worsens.
It is the consensus that siding would impair the historic appearance of the building.
Respectfully submitted,




REPORT OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
To the Citizens of Grafton County:
In an effort to communicate more directly with the taxpaying citizens of Grafton
County, we, the Grafton County Commissioners, are writing to you through your
individual town or municipal reports.
Due to inflated Nursing Home expenses with somewhat reduced revenues and
rapidly increasing costs of welfare reimbursements to the State, our budget year
ended very close to the line, with a $3,620 surplus. Because of the Delegation's
decision to use a two-year surplus in one budget year to allow citizens a reduced
county tax in FY 1980: the 1981 fiscal year budget resulted in a heavier tax factor
making up that decrease as well as offsetting reduced revenues and allowing for
standard budget increases.
As with towns, the county welfare assistance programs are increasing and
becoming more involved, especially with the current energy crunch and rapidly in-
flating economy. We also foresee a possible decrease in Federal and State con-
tributions to social service programs which could have considerable impact on local
budgets.
The sewage disposal system has progressed slightly, with planning completed
and ready to go out for bid. If all goes well, we may be able to submit a final report
next year.
The Commissioners worked closely with the Nursing Home Employee Council to
set up a wage/benefit package more compatible to the State program for Glencliff
employees. The Commissioners hope to work out a job description/ wage scale plan
for courthouse employees in the near future.
Grafton County is gradually converting from a bookkeeping machine system to a
computerized system for all county accounts. Payroll was converted effective January
1, 1980, and vendor payment and receipt programs were recently added. Patient
accounts and purchase order programs will be added later. The system is too new for
comprehensive comments, but we anticipate constructive changes in the overall
accounting and reporting system.
The Comissioners hold their regular meeting every Monday (except holidays) at
9:30 a.m. in the Commissioners' Office of the Grafton County Courthouse, followed
by a second meeting at the Grafton County Nursing Home Complex at 1 :00 p.m.,
which regularly includes visits to farm and jail facilities. Public and press are
welcome, and, in fact, are encouraged to attend the meetings.
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HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 18, 1980
The meeting of the Holderness School District was called to order at 7:40 p.m. by
Moderator, Tink Taylor. About 110 people were present and board members: Mrs.
Mastro, Mr. Ray, Principal, Mr. Eames, Superintendent, Mr. Cosgrove.
The following business was transacted.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mr. Eames seconded.
Article I: I move to accept the reports of agents, auditors, committees or officers
chosen.
The vote was in the affirmative with some dissenting votes.
Mr. Ray moved, Mrs. Mastro seconded.
Article II: I move that the District raise and appropriate a supplemental ap-
propriation in the amount of $22,000 to be expended solely for the purpose of
payment of the expenses of handicapped children.
A question was raised as to whether the money could be spent elsewhere in the
budget. Mrs. Mastro answered no. The vote was in the affirmative with a few
dissenting votes.
Dr. Staples moved, Mr. Cirincioni seconded.
Article III : I move that the District establish a contingency fund in accordance with
Revised Statues Annotated 198:4-b such a contingency fund to meet the cost of
unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year, and further to see if the
District will appropriate the sum of $1,000 for this purpose.
The unused contingency fund monies appear under the heading of "unen-
cumbered balance" for 1979-1980. The vote was in the affirmative with a few
dissenting votes.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Dr. Staples seconded.
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Article IV: I move that the District authorize the School Board to make application
for, accept, and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants or offers or other
funds for educational purposes which may now or hereafter be forthcoming from any
Federal, State, local governmental or private agencies.
It was brought to the attention of the voters that Revenue Sharing will not help the
town in the future and it will mean a greater burden on the tax payers. However, it was
also pointed out that Revenue Sharing is not used in the school budget, but only in
the town budget.
Division vote was 34-yes, 21 -no. The vote was in the affirmative.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mr. Ray seconded.
Article V: I move that the District raise and appropriate $588,504. for the support
of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and agents and for
the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Mrs. Hanaford moved, Mr. K. Smith seconded that the amount be amended to
$570,848.79, representing a 3% cut, and that a secret ballot be taken.
By such ballot the vote was 47-yes, 42-no. The vote: affirmative.
Mr. Eames moved, Mrs. Mastro seconded that the original motion now be further
amended to read $588,504. By secret ballot the vote 43-yes, 46-no. The vote was in the
negative.
Mrs. Mastro moved, Mr. Ray seconded that the main motion now be amended to
read $585,504, representing the $3,000 lesser amount recommended by the Budget
Committee.
Mrs. Hanaford then moved, Mr. Smith seconded, that the voting be recessed untill
Tuesday, March 25. This motion having precedence, a vote was called. By division
vote, 40-yes, 52-no.
The vote was in the negative.
The amendment presently on the floor was then voted by division; 50-yes, 43-no.
The vote was in the affirmative.
Mr. Seik then moved, Mr. Lowies seconded, a further amendment to the main
motion of $570,000. By secret ballot 47-yes, 48-no. The vote was in the negative.
Mr. Holland moved, Mrs. Hanaford seconded that the meeting be recessed until






RECESSED SCHOOL DISTRICT MEETING
MARCH 25, 1980
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. at Holderness Central School by Tink
Taylor, Moderator. About 225 townspeople were present with school board members
Judy Mastro, Alex Ray, and Elsie Heyman seated at the head table. Mr. Eames,
Principal, and Mr. Cosgrove, Superintendent, were also present.
Mrs. Mastro welcomed everyone and expressed the hope of the board that we
could rise above the difficulties of the previous week and have a constructive evening,
meeting the needs of the community.
Moderator Taylor again explained the rules observed last week plus pertinent
procedures under Robert's Rules and Mason's Rules of Order. He also read the
minutes of the previous week as they pertained to Article V, the school budget.
Mr. Currier, (having previously voted with the prevailing side) moved and Mrs.
Fabian seconded that we reconsider our action of the previous week whereby the
amount of $585,504 was the figure voted in the affirmative as an amendment to the
figure requested by the school board.
Mr. Holland moved and Mr. Webster seconded to move the previous question.
The vote was in the affirmative by the necessary two-thirds majority. Debate was
concluded.
On a voice vote of reconsideration, the moderator ruled the vote was in the
negative. This was challenged by Mrs. Hanaford.
A second voice vote was questionable and Mr. Blair moved for a division vote with
Mr. Currier seconding.
By division vote for reconsideration the motion passed with 122 in the affirmative
and 95 in the negative.
Mrs. Hanaford moved and Mr. Swetson seconded to amend the amendment to
Article V of last week to now read $570,848.79, and to request a secret ballot.
Mrs. Hanaford was asked how she had arrived at this figure. She explained her
procedure for arriving at the 3% overall decrease in the budget.
Mrs. Mastro rebutted Mrs. Hanaford's allegations regarding excess funds in the
budget.
After much debate, Mr. Seik moved and Mrs. Mastro seconded, to move the
previous question. The vote was in the affirmative by the necessary two-thirds
majority. Debate was concluded. In the absence of any petition a voice vote was
called for on the Hanaford amendment. The moderator ruled that the "no" votes
appeared to have prevailed and, not being challenged, declared the motion as lost. A
ten minute recess was called.
A petition was submitted then requesting that there be a secret ballot on the
motion to amend the budget to $570,848.79, made previously by Mrs. Hanaford. The
moderator, after consultation with town counsel, agreed to accept the petition even
though it was submitted late.
Mr. Sachs moved and Mr. Fischler seconded, to overturn the previous petition, a
two-thirds vote being necessary under RSA 40:4-b.
Mr. Sachs revised his motion in order to avoid confusion. The motion is to reject a
written ballot, i.e. , a "yes" vote is a vote to override the petition. Atty . Ray, on a point
of inquiry: "A "yes" vote is actually a "no" vote?" The moderator agreed.
The vote was declared to have lost with 106 votes in the affirmative and 113 in the
negative.
A secret ballot vote on the motion by Mrs. Hanaford to amend budget to
$570,848.79 was then taken using th Town checklist. The two ballot counters,
following a recount, reported that the vote was tied: 110 for and 110 against. The
moderator declared the motion as failed not having received a majority.
Mr. Deachman said that by the motion to reconsider, which started off this
evening's proceedings, the body had in fact nullified its vote of the previous week
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whereby it was voted to amend the budget to $585,504.
The moderator ruled that a motion to reconsider, without a motion to rescind,
does not necessarily nullify a previous vote to amend and that the amendment of
$570,848.79 had failed by virtue of a tie vote. A vote to rescind requires a two-thirds
majority under Robert's Rules, 10 (5).
Mr. Deachman challenged this interpretation of the moderator.
To vote again on last week's amendment already passed, and upheld by this
week's failure to re-amend, would require a suspension of the rules, the moderator
ruled. Mr. Deachman agreed to a two-thirds vote. The vote was 106 in the affirmative
and 90 in the negative. Failure to receive a two-thirds majority, the motion failed.
(Robert's Rules, 22)
Mr. Bryant moved and Mrs. Hodges seconded to move the previous question of
the $585,504 amendment to the budget.
The moderator declared the vote moving the previous question to be In the af-
firmative by the necessary two-thirds. No challenge.
Article V (the budget) as amended was then passed on a voice vote.
Article VI. The moderator read the article in full "To transact such other business
which may legally come before said meeting.
It passed by voice vote.
Since there was no other business to be transacted, the annual school district
meeting was voted adjourned at 11 :05 p.m.
March 18, 1980
March 25, 1980 Respectfully submitted,
Suzanne Robinson
School District Clerk
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of Holderness qualified to vote in district
affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Town Hall in said district on the




To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a treasurer for the ensuing year.











THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the School District of the Town of Holderness, County of
Grafton, and State of New Hampshire qualified to vote in district affairs
:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Holderness Central School in said district
on Thursday, the fifth day of March, 1981 , at 7:30 o'clock in the afternoon to act upon
the following subjects:
Article 1 : To hoar the report of agents, auditors, committees or officers chosen
and to pass any vote relative thereto.
Article 2: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$1 ,000.00 in order to establish a contingency fund in accordance with RSA 198:4-b to
meet the cost of unanticipated expenses that may arise during the year.
Article 3: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,500.00 which, together with funds budgeted for the same purpose for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1981, will be used to repair and renovate the existing sewage
disposal facilities at the Holderness Central School.
Article 4: To see if the District will vote to appropriate the sum of $42,794.00 for
the purpose of implementing energy conservation measures, $21 ,397.00 of said sum
to be received by the District in the form of a grant from the Governor's Council on
Energy pursuant to the National Emergency Conservation Policy Act, and the
remaining $21,397.00 to be raised from current taxes. (The $21 ,397.00 grant from the
Governor's Council on Energy will not be availabe to the District unless this article is
voted in the affirmative.)
Article 5: To see if the District will vote to authorize the School Board to make
application for, accept and expend on behalf of the District, any and all grants or
offers or other funds for educational purposes, which may now or hereafter be forth-
coming from any Federal, State, local governmental or private agencies.
Articles: To see what sum of money the District will vote to raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials, employees and
agents and for the payment of statutory obligations of the District.
Article/: To transact such other business which may legally come before said
meeting.
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REVENUE FROM STATE SOURCES
Sweepstakes
School Building Aid
Other Excess Tuition Cost
Council on Energy




Handicapped Progrann - 94:142
National Forest Reserve
LOCAL REVENUE OTHER THAN TAXES
To Offset Supplemental Approp.
Total School Revenues & Credits
District Appropriation
1980-1981 1981-1982 1981-1982


















DISTRICT ASSESSMENT 551 ,477.50 670,987.00





REPORT FROM SUPERINTENDENT'S OFFICE
Education is important to all of us--as parents, business leaders, and residents of
this connmunity. Schools help prepare young people to assume their share of
responsibility for making our community a better place to live. We are proud of our
schools. Working together we can ensure that our students receive the best possible
learning opportunities.
As we approach the decade of the 80's, we can anticipate that more students will
be attending schools, the level of education will be rising, people will be reading more
books, and public schools will be providing more services for students. We may not
be perfect, but we have experienced many successes.
People today are continuing to seek more education. In 1900, 72 percent of our five
through seventeen -ear olds were enrolled in school. However, only 69 percent of
those enrollees weie actually attending classes. By 1976, 80 percent of our young
people were enrolled, and 92 percent of that group was attending class. Education is
appealing to a greater percentage of our youth. In 1900, 6 percent of the seventeen
year olds were high school graduates. It is now an impressive 74 percent!
According to an University c Illinois study, library usage rose 15 percent between
1968 and 1978. Even with all the outside distractions today, Americans are reading
more, with a big assist from the schools. Today's students are reading better at the
6th and 10th grades than students 30 years ago. Literacy, one measure of success,
has consistently improved in the United States. In 1900, 11.3 percent of our people
were functionally illiterate. Eighty years later, only 1 .2 percent was illiterate.
Does all this education pay off when students graduate? You bet it does!
Education is a prime vehicle for upward mobility in our society. More education
equals more opportunities. The achievements of public education benefit all of us;
that's why we all need to work together to seek even greater improvements. Our high
standard of living did not happen by chance. It is the graduates of our public schools
that have helped develop this high standard of living.
The community's most important natural resource is its young people. Working
together, parents, educators, and community members can provide our youth with
the best possible learning opportunities.
In conclusion, we ask you to accept your share of the responsibility for making
education even better. We ask you to work constructively with the school to make
certain that students are provided the best possible learning opportunities that are







EXPLANATION OF SUPERINTENDENT'S AND
ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT'S SALARY FOR 1979-1980
Chapter 189, Section 58 Revised Statutes Annotated of the State of New Hamp-
shire, requires that the school district annual report show the total amount paid to the
Superintendent of Schools as per the following quotation: "Reports. Each
superintendent of a School Administrative Unit shall annually prepare a report of the
total salary paid to the superintendent, showing in detail the amount paid by the state
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and each local school district and their share of same ... Said report shall be included
in the annual report of the respective school district as a separate entry. A like report
and entry shall be made for each assistant superintendent, teacher consultant, and
business administrator, if any is in service in the unit."
One-half of the School Administrative Unit expenses is prorated among the several
school districts of the unit on the basis of adjusted valuations. One-half is prorated
on the basis of average daily membership in the school for the previous school year
ending June 30th. The salary of $27,500 which was received by the Superintendent of
Schools of School Administrative Unit #48 during 1979-1980 was made up as follows:
$2,500 paid by the State of New Hampshire and $25,000 was prorated among the
school districts comprising the School Administrative Unit. Allowance for $1,200
travel within the Unit was also prorated as stated above.
The salary of the Assistant Superintendent during 1979-1980 was made up as
follows: $2,390 paid by the State of New Hampshire and $22,110 was prorated as
stated above. Allowance for $1,800 travel within the Unit was also prorated as stated
above.
































REPORT OF THE PRINCIPAL
To the School Board, Superintendent of Schools, parents, and other residents of
Holderness, I respectfully submit my annual report.
We have experienced some personnel changes this year. Dorothy Martin has
replaced Sandy Morse as our language arts teacher for grades 5-8. Mrs. Martin is a
graduate of Plymouth State College and has several years of teaching experience in
Laconia. James George is our physical education teacher. Mr. George is a graduate of
PSG and has taught in Connecticut and Maine. Eleanor Spencer has replaced Peggy
Hendel as our second grade teacher. Mrs. Spencer has teaching experience in
Thornton and Meredith. Doreen Noseworthy is our music teacher, replacing Ann
Nagl. Mrs. Noseworthy is a graduate of Plymouth State.
Our curriculum continues to be updated as time and resources permit. Our
language arts committee selected a spelling program from Curriculum Associates as
well as a handwriting program from Scott Foresman, and these programs are being
used this year. Both programs represent revisions designed to improve the learning
opportunities for our students, their adoptions being based on an assessment of our
Instructional needs as well as the latest research available. Our mathematics com-
mittee is presently meeting regularly after school in an effort to analyze the strengths
and weaknesses in our mathematics program. This analysis will provide us with the
documentation needed to review new offerings from textbook publishers as we select
a program to be used during the next several years.
Everyone is all too familiar with the toll that rising energy costs are taking out of
our personal resources. That is a problem we also face as a public school. As heating
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costs continue to escalate, an increasingly large percentage of our budget must pay
for those expenses. This means less is available for the support of our instructional
program. Our School Board and School Administration decided that we must make
every effort to complete whatever energy conservation measures are necessary in
order to reduce energy consumption. We decided to undertake a time-consuming,
tedious project; namely that of applying for matching funds from the Department of
Energy. These funds would be earmarked for capital improvements in the building
which would, in turn, result in our being more energy efficient. We are pleased that a
grant in the amount of $21 ,000 was recently awarded to the District. If our community
approves the necessary matching funds, we hope to be able to complete these
projects next summer. Within a period of four years, all of the money spent for the
capital improvements will have been paid back to the District in the form of reduced
heating costs.
As we start a new decade, there are many challenges to face. Chief among them,
perhaps, is our battle with inflation. We have developed a comprehensive program at
Holderness Central, one that we are proud of. The 1980's will see us going through a
period of retrenchment, as we struggle to simply preserve what we have. In order to do
that, we must continue to have the support of our community, support that has
always been there and of which we have always been proud.
I want to express my appreciation to our faculty and staff, as well as to our
students, community, school board, and superintendent for their cooperation during
the past year. Only by continuing to work together can we effectively maintain the
comprehensive educational program that we presently have.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert C. Eames, Principal
SCHOOL NURSE REPORT
In 1980 the New Hampshire Bureau of Communicable Disease Control established
immunization guidelines for school children, and the legislature passed legislation
requiring all students to comply with these guidelines.
Consequently, extensive surveys and referrals have been made by the school
nurses in an effort to be sure all youngsters meet the established standards. Medical
authorities hope that such potentially damaging diseases as measles and polio can be
eradicated if we attain and maintain high immunization levels among our young
people. This is possible only if parents are willing to help us in providing im-
munization histories and having theirchildren immunized promptly as recommended.
The current minimum legal requirements for school attendance are:
DPT-4 doses
Polio-4 doses
Measles-1 dose live vaccine administered after 1 2 months of age
Mumps-1 dose administered after 12 months of age
Rubella-1 dose administered after 12 months of age
TB Test-1 test prior to school entry.
Our congratulations to those families who meet the standards. And an urgent plea
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August 21, 1980
Members of the School Board
Holderness School District
Holderness, New Hampshire 03245
Gentlemen:
We have examined the financial statements of the funds eind account groi:5> as
indexed, of the Holderness School District for the fisceil yecur ended June 30,
1980. Our examination was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards and accordingly, included such tests of the accounting records and
such other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances,
except as stated in the following paragraph.
The Holderness School District presently does not maintain a record of all its
general fixed assets and accordingly, a statement of general fixed assets,
required by generally accepted accounting principles, is not included in its
financial statements.
In our opinion, except for the comments in the preceding paragraph the afore-
mentioned financial statements of the Holderness School Districrt present fairly
the financial position of such funds eind the results of fund operations for the
fiscal yeeu: ended June 30, 1980, in conformity with generally accepted account-
ing principles applied on a basis consistent with that of the preceding year.
The accompanying supplemental information and the column on the accompanying
combined balance sheet captioned "Total Memorandum Only" eure not necessary for
a fair presentation of the financial statements, but are presented as addition-
al einalytical data. The supplemental information has been subjected to the
tests and other auditing procedures applied in the examination of the financial
statements listed in the foregoing table of contents and, in our opinion, is
fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the financial statements










ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUP





Due from Other Funds
Inventories










TOTAL ASSETS $ 37,229 $ 10,142
Liabilities and Fund Equity
Liabilities:
Accounts Payable
Due to Other Funds
Notes Payable









Designated for Federal Projects
Undesignated
Total Fund Equity








$ 37,229 $ 10,142


















































COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
ALL GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPES AND FIDUCIARY FUND TYPE
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 3 0, 1980
General
Sources of Financial Resources
Revenues:









Transfers from General Fund
Total Sources of Financial Resources 578,730








Operation of Plant 35,730
Maintenance of Plant 5,861
Fixed Charges 33,562
Student Body Activities 2,220
Debt Service 18,974








Transfers to Other Funds 26,942
Total Uses of Financial Resources 564,854
Net Increase in Fund Balance During the Year 13,876
Fund Balance, July 1, 1979 (3,875 )
Fund Balance, June 30, 1980 $ 10,001






































































COMBINED STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPE
BUDGET AND ACTUAL - GENERAL AND SPECIAL REVENUE FUND TYPES


























Transfers from General Fund
Total Sources of Financial Resources





















Transfers to Other Funds:
Special Revenue Fund
Capital Projects F\ind
Total Transfers to Other Funds
Total Uses of Financial Resources
Net Increase in Fund Balance During the Year (4,911)* 13,876
























$ (8,786) $ 10,001 $ 18,787
* $4,911 was Appropriated to Reduce 1979-1980 Taxes
The Accompanying Notes are an Integral
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Exhibit C




Over/ (Under) Over/ (Under)
Actual Budget Budget Actual Budget













24,610 11,762 12,848 24,610 11,762











4,320 4,566 246 4,320 4,566 246
3,600 14,245 10,645 3,600 14,245 10,645

















- - - 11,471
12,848 33,169 20,321 47,674















STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN GENERAL LONG-TERM DEBT




July 1, and Note June 30,
1979 Retired 1980
Amount Required to be Provided in the Future
for Retirement of Debt $107,250 $ 13,625 $ 93,625
General Obligation Bonds and Note Payable
$215,000 5.0% Bonds Due Serially to
January 15, 1989
$7,250 School District Notes 5-1/2% Due
Serially to July 1, 1980




$ 10,000 $ 90,000
3,625 3,625






ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
AS AT JUNE 30, 1980
Assets
Cash





































§_ 1,165 $_ 8,977 i. 10,142




COMBINING STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPE
ALL SPECIAL REVENUE FUNDS
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1980
Sources of Financial Resources
Revenues:




Transfers from General Fund








































Net Increase (Decrease) in Fund Balance
IXiring the Year
Fund Balance, July 1, 1979







$ 1,165 $ 5,503 $ 6,668
The Accompanying Notes are an Integral Part of the Financial Statements.
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HOLDERNESS SCHOOL DISTRICT
NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
NOTE 1 - SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICIES
The accounting policies of the Holderness School District conform to
generally accepted accounting principles as applicable t< governmental units
>
The following is a summary of the more significant policies:
Basis of Presentation
The accounts of the school district are organized on the basis of
funds or account groups, each of which is considered a separate
accounting entity. The operations of each fund are accounted for with
a separate set of self-balancing accounts that ccxnprise its assets,
liabilities, ec[uities, revenues and expenditures or expenses. The
various funds are grouped by type in the financial statements. The





General Fund - The general fund is the general operating fund of
the school district. All general appropriations and other receipts
that are not allocated by law or contractual agreement to another fund
are accounted for in this fund. From the fund are paid the general
costs that are not paid through other funds.
(2) Special Revenue Funds - Special revenue funds are used to account
for the proceeds of specific revenue sources (other than expendable
trust, or major capital projects) requiring separate accounting because
of legal or regulatory provisions or administrative action.
(3) Debt Service Funds - Debt service funds are used to account for the
cuinual payment of principal, interest and expenditures on long-term
general obligation debt.
(4) Capital Projects Funds - Capital projects funds are used to account
for financial resources segregated for the acquisition or construction
of major capital facilities.
FIDUCIARY FUNDS
(5) Trust and Agency Funds - To account for assets held by governmental
unit in a trustee capacity or as an agent for individuals, private
organizations, other governmental units, and/or other funds.
Basis of Accounting
The modified accrual basis of accounting is used for all govern-
mental fund type ' (general, special revenue, debt service, capital




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
Under the modified accrual basis of accounting, revenues are
recorded when received in cash except in cases where they are both
measurable and available and therefore are resources which may be used
to finance expenditures of the fiscal period. Expenditures, except for
interest on general long-term debt which is recorded when it becomes
due, cure recorded when goods or services are received and actual liab-
ilities are incurred.
General Fixed Assets
General fixed assets purchased are recorded as expenditures in the
general fund and capital projects fund at the time of purchase. No
depreciation has been calculated on general fixed assets.
NOTE 2 - BOND INDEBTEDNESS
All bonded debt is recorded in the general long-term debt accounts. As the
school district is an agency of the Town of Holderness, the bonds bear the full
faith and credit of the town. The town budgets the funds for the payment of
these bonds in its annual appropriation to the school district. As the debt
comes due the school district remits these payments to the appropriate deposi-
tory.
NOTE 3 - ACCUMULATED UNUSED EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
Accumulated, unused sick leave and annual leave at June 30, 1980 amoiinted to
$28,772 for the Holderness School District.
NOTE 4 - PENSION FUNDS
The district provides for pension benefits for substantially all employees
through a contributory system under New Hampshire law. The law prescribes a
foirmula for computing retirement allowances and presently does not permit advauice
funding for pension liabilities. Retirement allowances which are paid from
district funding and employee contributions, are based on age and date of entry.
Bnployee contributions constitute an annuity savings fund from which a portion of
the retirement allowance is paid. Pension expense of $3,742 was determined on an
actuarial basis. The unfunded past service liability of the entire retirement
system was approximately 19 million dollars (approximately 17 million dollars
state liability) and is being amortized over a twenty-year period terminating in




NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
NOTE 5 - FUTURE DEBT REQUIREMENT
The future debt service requirements of the district's outstanding bonds and
notes at June 30, 1980 are as follows:





















$ 93,625 $ 22,699 $116,324
NOTE 6 - TRANSPORTATION CONTRACTS
The Holderness School District entered into two three-year contracts on
April 5, 1978, one with Barbara C. Currier, the other with Leonard Hunt, both for











There is a fuel adjustment clause on both contracts. The clause goes into
effect on the Currier contract when the cost per gallon of gas exceeds 70<t:. The
clause in the Hunt contract goes into effect when the cost per gallon of regular
gas exceeds 65.9<|:.
NOTE 7 - OVEREXPENDITURES
Minor overexpenditures occurred in pupil transportation, operation of plant,
maintenance of plant and fixed charges. With the exception of fixed charges, the
rapidly rising costs of gasoline, fuel oil and contracted services account for
the overexpenditures. Under fixed charges, insurance was the principal overex-





NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
(Continued)
Major overexpenditures occurred in the outgoing transfer accounts, specific-
ally in expenditures to other than public schools. This overexpenditure was more
than offset by excess tuition fees received in amounts in excess of budget esti-
mates. Overexpenditures under school lunch monies transferred to special revenue
funds were offset by the same amount of excess revenues from state and federal
sources.








STATEMENT OF USES OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL -
GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPE - GENERAL FUND









$ 1,230 $ 1,203 $ (27)
3,230 2,267 (963)
1,272 1,703 431















$200,405 $197,342 $ (3,063)
Health Services $ 4,848 $ 4,843 (5)







Total Operation of Plant










Total Maintenance of Plant
400 $ 481 $ 81
500 554 54
2,691 4,826 2,135
$ 3,591 $ 5,861 $ 2,270
Fixed Charges





















STATEMENT OF USES OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES - BUDGET AND ACTUAL -
GOVERNMENTAL FUND TYPE - GENERAL FUND























Tuition to Other Districts
Transportation
Expenditures to Other Than Public Schools























Federal and State Progrcutis
Total Special Revenue Funds
Capital Projects Funds
Equipment
Total Treinsfers to Other Funds







12,848 24,610 — 11,762
2,623 2,332 (291)







STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
CX)VERNMENTAL FUND TYPE - SCHOOL LUNCH PROGRAM
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1980
Sources of Financial Resources
Revenues:
Food and Milk Sales $ 10,027
Miscellaneous 88
Total Revenues $ 10,115
Other Sources:
Transfer from General Fund




Total Sources of Financial Resources $ 30,419









Net Increase in Fund Balance During Year 1,816
Fund Balance, Unreserved
July 1, 1979 3,687







STATEMENT OF REVENUES, EXPENDITURES AND CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FIDUCIARY FUND TYPE - SCHOOL ACTIVITIES FUND




































$ - $ 1
- 104 104 -
- 101 77 24
- 149 148 1
6 278 260 24
18 526 352 192
78 295 266 107
134 318 354 98
1 1,870 1,404 467
199 - 192 7
40 - - 40
54 61 88 27
- 8 - 8
6 316 286 36
16 186 166 36
- 339 315 24
174 139 118 195
14 - - 14
36 - - 36
15 3,131 2,996 150
10 - - 10
104 - 104 -
23 - 23 -
(3) - - (3)
5 200 195 10
83 40 40 83
- 40 40 -
- 228 228 -
Total Student Activities











CUR Current Use Recreational. Portions of this land are open to
the public without entrance fee for skiing, snowshoeing,
fishing, hunting, hiking or nature observation.
O Only
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Abbott, Marion M8 L2 MH/0 4,SS0
Ackley, Ethel G & Gruman, Helen BijrrM3A L23 UB S0,400
Adams, FletcherW & Kathleen M3A L17 UB 60,1 SO
Adams, Harold & Gloria M8 L2 MH/0 4,6S0
Adams, Stanley M7 L71 MH/0 4,210
Adriance, Vanderpool & Barbara H. M3 L110 UO 22,400
Ahern, Henry D. MSA L10A L/B SB,SOO
Alioto, Robert MSA LS4 UB 6B,S00
Allen, Marions. MSA L110 UB SS,200
Allen, Martin & Mildred F. MSB L11 UB 104,1 SO
Allen, Priscilla M8 L2 MH/0 B,62S
Allen, Richard H. & Petronella M10 LSA UO 200
Allyn, Dorothy MS L22 UB 3B,S00
Althoff, Dr. Charles C. MSA LS UB SO.SSC
Alvord, Buell Estate of MSB LSA UB 229,100
Alvord, James & George MSA L111 L/B 40,700
MSB LS1 UB BB,6S0
Anable, Albert & Joanne S. MS L27 UB 4S,B00
MB L1S L/0 S,600
Anderson, Olav & Ruth MSC L2 UB S0,600
Andrews, William & Vera MS LSSA UB 1SS,700
Anthony, Alexander & Margaret MSA LS7 UB S6,9S0
Archf ield, Augustus T. MSC L1 L/B S7,SS0
Armstrong, Constance M7 L177 L/B SB,OSO
Armstrong, John & Constance M7 L174 L/OCU S90
Armstrong, John & Victoria M7 L6 UB 2S,950
Arnsdorff, Loretta MB L2 MH/0 S,B50
Austin, Alice H. M10 LB UB 41,6S0
Avery, Frank & Eva M6 L2 L/B IB.SSO
Avery, Maurice & Madeline MB L62 UB 1S,5S0
Avery, Richard & Ivis M7 LB L/B 16,600
Avery, Thomas J. M6 L9 UB 17,1S0
MB L62-6S UO SO
Ayer, Charles J. & Frances M9 LB UB 4S,700
Ayers, Robert & Elizabeth M6 L1 UMH IS.SSO
Ayotte, Robert & Roberta MSB L17 L/B SI, ISO
Bacon-Keith, Inc. MSA L2BB/S6lnt . UB 12,400
MS LS2 L/B S6,600
MS L7 L/B 60,250
MS L9S L/B 2S6,700
Bailey, Clarence & Eugenia M7 L1SS, 1S6 UB S2,0S0
Bailey, Kennth & Doris
Bailey, Ray & Eleanor MSB L27 L/B S6,SS0
MSB LB UO 7,S00
Baker, Benjamin & Inger MSC L12 UMH 1B,4S0
Baker, Edwin Jr. & Louise MSA L106 L/B S2,9S0
Baker, Loren & Linda MS LS2 L/B S4,S00
Baker, Roland MB L2 MH/0 7,260
Balden, Gilbert &Karin MB L2 MH/0 4,7S0
Barker, Nathaniel C. MB L1B L/B S9,2S0








Barlow, Kevin & Cripps, Jeffrey
Barnes, William & Mary
Barry, Donald T. & Emmy L.
Barry, Ellen G.





Beemhouwer, Owen & Lillemor









Bergstraesser, William & Patricia
Bettencourt, Albert & Elinor
Biederman, Scott & Patti-Jeanne
Bierlin, Elizabeth
Bierlin, William Jr.






Blake, Warren & Lillian
Blanchard, F. Bryce
Bleiler, Robert & Judith
Bios, Peter
Bogigian, Robert & Deborah
Boivin, Ronald & Ruth
M1 L6 MH/0 S,4S0
M1 L6 L/0 13,8S0
M10 L19 L/B 119,300
M10 L47 UO S,800
M7 L101 L/B 19,4S0
M3 L98 L/B 107,010
L/OCU 665
B/0 6,6S0
M2 L1S UB 26,2S0
MSA L43-2 UB 30,100
M7 L168 UB 32,800
M5 L54 1/10 Int. UO 4S0
M2 LI UO 1,250
M2 L2 L/0 5,700
M2 L46 UO 300
M3A L13 UO 6,600
M1 L7 UO 17,750
M1 L3 L/B 63,600
M3B L26 UB 23,600
MSB L7 UO 6,250
M8 L2 MH/0 1,400
M13 L3 B/0 22,750
M3B L61 UB 30,700
M8 L7 UB 16,200
M8 L3S UO 6,400
M6 LIS UO 4,600
M6 L19 L/0 4,000
MB L2 MH/0 2,600
M3A L19 UB 79,400
M5 L20 L/B 14,350
M11 L66 L/B 57,050
M7 L26, 27 UB 58,250
M4 L21,2 L/0 30,200
M4 L21-1 UO 27,950
M4 L21-3 UO 27,100
M10 LS3 L/OCU 2,719
M10 L30 L/OCU 11,396
M5 L54 1/10 Int. UO 450
M3 L47 UB 60,350
MSA L118 UB 14,000
M8 L2 MH/0 7,230
M3B L18 UB 51,050
M3B L47 UB 19,150
M3B L62 UB 25,900
M3 L13B UO 12,800
M2 L44 UO 5,550
M2 L45 UB 63,220
UOCU 1,465
MS L6 UMH 15,545







Bouley, Norman & Pamela
Bourne, Jonathan & Catherine
Bowden, Frederick Inc.
Boyce, Mrs. Linden
Boyce, Lyman & Winifred
Boyd, Walter & Pauline
Bravar, MImi
Brayshaw, Donald & Evelyn
Brennan, Norman & Minnie
Bresnahan, Thomas & Elaine
Bronwell, Arthur & Virginia
Brooks, George & Lucille
Brown, Earle & Marguerite
Brown, Earle M & Myra





Brown, Roger & Edith
Brown, Walter & Diane
Bryant, Robert & Janet
Bryson, Dennis & Rhoda
Buckland, James & Barbara
Buckland, Mary
Buckley, Frances
Burgess, Edmund & Marjorie
Burhoe, Richard
Burleigh Corp.
Burnham, Betty & Cochrane, Kevin
Burtt, Floyd & Shirley
MSA L104 UB SS,SSO
M3C L7 UB 61,700
M3 L107 UO 6,S00
M3 L11S UB 274,650
M8 L2 MH/0 2,SS0
M5 LS L/MH 12,600
M5 L60 L/B 4S,2S0
M8 LS9 L/B 4S,SS0
MS L67 UB 20, ISO
MSA L6B UO S.OOO
M2 L47A L/0 21,4S0
MS L7S UB S9,700
MSB L14 L/B 42,600
M7 L10 MH/0 900
MS L16 UB S8,400
M8 L2 MH/0 S,S1S
MS L2 UO 400
M9 L14 L/B 9,700
MB LS4 L/B S9,S00
MSA L9 L/B 27,700
M11 L72A UB S1,4S0
M3B L60 UB 48,6S0
M3A LS9 UB S6,7S0
M2 L40B UO S,700
MS L1B UB 20,4S0
MS L2 MH/0 8,8S0
M7 L94 UO 1S,4S0
MB L2 MH/0 9,SS0
MSB LSO L/B S2,SS0
MS L22 UB SS.SOO
MS L16 UB SS,200
M11 L41 UO 10,700
M12 LS UO 1S,9S0
M11 L28 UO SS,SSO
M12 L2 L/OCU 460
M10 L42 UOCU S60
M11 L70 L/OCU 40S
M10 L4S L/OCU 11,20S
M11 L14 UB 42, ISO
UOCU 2,670
M9 L1 L/OCU S0,090
M11 LSO UOCU 9S0
M11 L16A L/OCU S4S
M11 L16B L/OCU 74S
M11 L16D UO 7,0S0
M11 L17 UOCU 87S
M11 L18 L/B S7,400
L/0 CUR 1,1 SO
M11 L27 UO 19,200
M7 L71 MH/0 7,6SS
M7 L66 L/B 2S,S00
104
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Butler, Alexander M8 L2 MH/0 7,260
Butler, George T. M10 L20 L/0 6S,900
M10 LSO UB 59,600
M10 L48 L/B 11S,250
Butler, Richard & Florence M10 L29 L/OGU 415
M10 LS2 L/0 1,400
M10 L49 L/B 19,400
Byron, Barry & Jane M6 LIS UB S7,000
Galley, Richard & Garolyn M5 L45 UB 32,S50
Gardosi, Nancy LH. MSB L16 UB 76,450
Garey, Pamela MS L79 UB 26,850
Garson, Joseph MB L74 UB 20,950
Garson, Richard & Yvonne MB L76 UB 1S,650





Gass, G. Brian & Linda MB L82 UB 29,650
Gayer, Thomas E. M4 L21-18 UO 9,450
Gentral Distributors MB LSA UB 130,900
Ghabot, Andra & Theresa M3 L84-1 UB 41,100
M3 L84 UB 145,450
M3 LI 04 UB 76,350
MS LI 08 UB 48,000
Ghadderton, Kenneth & Susan M9 LIS UB 11,300
Ghafee, Ethel 1. M7 L17 UB 27,350
Ghamberlain, Helen M. M7 L59 UB 34,600
M7 L56 UB 33,750
Ghamberlain, Stanley & Penny M8 L48 MH/0 3,050
Ghamberlin, William & Barbara M5A L15 UB 46,850
Ghampion, Papers, Inc. M9 LS1 UO 12,500
Ghampney, Glifford & Lorraine M7 L11 L/MH 12,850
Ghampney, Roger & Pauline M7 L7 UB 22,700
Ghase, Mary E. M5A L92A UO 8,650
M5 L58 UB 68,200
Ghenard, Peter M5A L6 UB 42,150
Ghevalier, Bruce & Erika M5 L71 UB 9,800
Ghoate, Thomas & Jane M10 L51 UO 1,650
M10 L26 UB 63,800
M10 L27 UB 168,500
Gicco, Michael Jr. & Beverly M5A L22 UB 48,100
Girincione, Barbara MS L57 UB 39,750
Gizynski, William & Phoebe M5A L99 UB 55,650
Glapper, William & Ruth MS L9S UB 22,550
Glark, Edward & Gonstance M4 L21-8 UB 20,950
Glark, Joseph Sr. MB LS7A UB 32,700
Glattenburg, Susan MS L56 UB 43,350
Glosson, David & Mildred MSA L28 4/S6lnt. L/B 9,400
MS L42 UB 11,750
MS L51 UB 48,550
MS L51-1 UO 9,050
105
Property Assess-
Name Map# Lot# Description ment
Closson, H.Terry M3A L2B6/S6lnt. L/B 9,100
M3 LSO L/B S7,200
Collins, William & Sophie M5 L89 UB/MH 87,610
MSA L7SA L/0 7,100
Comeau, Arthur G. M5 L3 UB 10,4S0
Conkling, Nancy M3C LB UB 99,400
Connary, Merlin & Jeanette MSB L61 L/0 800
Connell, Richard & Paula M7 L11S-S L/B 21,8S0
Conover, Woolsey & Beatrice MS L7 L/B S7,0S0
Converse, John & Ruth M9 L29 L/B 6,200
M10 LSS L/B 17,7S0
Conway, Russell M7 L71 MH/0 1,100
Cook, John F. M7 L4B L/B 27,4S0
Coolidge, Harold J. M12 LSCard1-7 UB 140,SS0
Coolidge, Thomas R. M12 L4 L/B S4,4S0
Corbett, Derwood M7 L4S UB 29,7S0
Cosgrove, Donald & Gloria M7 L22-2S UB SS,6S0
Cote, James L. MSB LSS MH/0 S,S1S
Cote, Mrs. Leone M7 LI 22 UO 4,S00
Cote, Richard & Helen M8 L2 MH/0 S,SOO
Coursey, Earle & Betty MSA L91 UB S4,4S0
Court, David & Jeannine MS L4 UB/MH 18,2S0
Covin, Theodore MS L61 UO 14,100
Coyne, Momuth MB L2 MH/0 7,S00
Crane, Henry & Emily MSA L47 UB S,SOO
M12 L7 UB 18,600
Crawford, James MS L96 UB 97,400
Cripps, Gary MSA LB7 UB 29,100
Crocker, Bruce & Paula M7 L110 UB S4,9S0
Cromwell, Charles & Drewry Mil L6S UB 69,S00
Crosby, Robert & Constance MSB L4S UB S4,SS0
Crowell, Michael & Margaret M7 L1S9 UB S1,2S0
Crowell, William & Barbara MSA LIS UB 74,2S0
Crowley, Mary E. MSB L2 L/B 5S,400
Gumming, Hubert & Barbara M7 LI 60 UO 1,SS0
Cummings, Charles MS L68 UB 41,4S0
Cummings, Charles Jr. MSB LS2A UB 2S,4S0
Currier, Bertram & Patricia M7 L9S UB 60,900
M7 L114 UO 10,700
M7 L49 UB 19,SS0
M7 L124, 12S UB 9,100





Currier, Dorothy A. M7 L79 UB 29,000
Currier, Elizabeth MS L2S UB S2,400
Currier, Jack MSC L9 MH/0 10,610
Currier, Leslie F. M7 L9B UB 19,900
Currier, Preston & Mary M7 L92 L/B 47,7S0
Currier, Richard & Barbara MSC L10 UO 2S,7S0
MS L61 UB SO, 100








Gushing, Williann & Jacqueline M8
Custance, Robert & Ruth MSB
Daliey, James Jr. & Nancy M7
Daly, Carl M3A
D'Ambroslo, Patrick & Agnes M5
Dana, Donald & Evangeline M9
Daniel, Richard M4








Davis, Larry & Patsy M7
Davison, Robert M8
Deachman, Nancy & Ross M8
Deangelis, George & Marilyn MB
Dearborn, Barbara M7
Dearborn, Dennis M7
Dearborn, Richard & Judith M8
M8
DeCrestfaro, Mildred MSA
Deerwood Camp, Inc. MS
DeFlaminis, Edith M10
D'Elia.Ward M6
DeMarco, Dominic & Dorothy M11
Dembiec, William & Sara MSA
Demers, Corinne MSA
Demers, Robert & Judith MS
Denison, Robert & Mary MSA






Doggett, Edward, Estate of MSB




Duda, Thomas & Judith MB
Dunn, William & Sharon MS
















































































































Dussault, Robert & Gloria
Eagan, Earline
Eagle, Harry
Eames, Robert & Cynthia







Elliott, Robert & Emma
Eisner, Gertrude
Ely, Roscoe





Farley, David & Patricia
Farley, James
Farmar, Arthur & Mary
Farmar, Florence, Arthur,
Marjorie; Leblanc, Dorothy
Farnsworth, Albert & Betty
Fay, Robert
Feldman, Merrill





Fitz, William & Nancy
M3A L7 UB 101,400
M7 L141 UB 27,900
M3 L4 L/B 1S,300
Mg L12 UB 32,SS0
M1 L14 L/MH 20, ISO
M5 L37 L/B 24,250
M3A L49 L/0 1,4S0
M3 L62 UB 31,750
M11 L72 UB 19,350
M3 L94 UB 52,700
M2 LS1 L/0 16,000
M2 LS2 UO 3,000
M7 L82 L/B 81,800
M3 L9 UB 6,750
M3 L43 UB 39,200
M3A L28 4/36 Int. L/B 6,500
M9 LS UO 4,950
M9 L4 L/B 6,460
L/OCU 1,110
M9 L26 UB 26,720
L/OCU 5,435
M3 L23 MH/0 1,400
M3 L97 UB 62,100
M3 L71 UO 12,650
M3 L72 UO 2,150
M3 L91 L/0 3,300
B/0 200
M2 L18(1-12) UO 19,100
M2 L19(1-S) UO 13,700
M9 L10 L/B 32,350
M3C L14 L/B 54,850
M1 L18 UB 5,350
M10 L17 UB 16,800
M10 L46 UMH 8,150
M7 L140 L/B 44,700
M8 L2 MH/0 5,675
M9 L21 UO 26,250
M9 L22 L/B 40,000
M9 L9 L/0 9,350
M4 L4 UB 36,300
M8 L2 MH/0 5,270
M8 L43 UO 7,350
M9 L6 L/B 73,500
M3B LS8 UB 36,700
M3C L1S UB 28,950
MSA L7S L/B 42,850
M7 L28A L/B 43,000
M3A L2 L/B 169,200
MSA L32 UB 28,750








Flennlken, Wayne & Judith
Fletcher, Elizabeth
Fligg, Joseph
Flint, Laurence & Elizabeth
Flint, William & Susan
Ford, Edward
Ford, Robert & Patricia
Fosle, Alfred &Thelma
Fowler, Wesley
Fox, John & Dolores
Francesco, Louis
Francesco, Peter & Susan
Frank, Augustus & Patricia
Freed berg, Irwin
Freedburg, Milton & Carl
French, Gary & Carol
Frey, Robert & Joan
Furmanick, Peter Jr.
Gabriel, Ralph & Christine
Gadd, Thomas B.
Gaffney, Thomas
Gage, Roger & Berl
Gagnon, A. Roland
Gallagher, Herbert & Patricia
Garland, Nancy
Gaudet, Gregory & Mary
Gaumont, John & Theresa





George, Russell & Hazel
Gibson, Cyrus & Joan
Gilbert, Owen
Gilford Industries, Inc.
M2 L11 L/0 S,300
MSA L26, 26A L/B 46,000
MSA L11 L/B 1S,SS0
M8 L2 MH/0 8,340
M11 L37 L/B 1S4,770
L/OCU 32S
M8 L34 L/B 83,900
M8 L47A MH/0 1,200
MS L47 L/0 10,200
MB L47A L/B 1S,000
MS L4S UB/MH 18,300
M7 L67 MH/0 S,2S0
MS LSSC L/B 31,250
M3 LS6 L/0 3,700
M3 L7S L/B 34,3S0
MSA L79 L/B 68,900
MSA L44 L/0 1,3S0
MSA L7S L/0 4,400
M3 L2SA L/0 2,2S0
M7 L1S0 L/B 69,S00
M3C L1S L/B SS,800
M3C L19 L/0 36,700
M2 L2S L/0 6,400
M2 L23 UB 42,SS0
M6 L14 UB 28,300
M6 L20 UO S,000
MS L2S V2 Int. L/0 3,77S
M3 L134 L/0 9,300
MS LSS L/MH 16,46S
M11 LS9 L/B 3S,300
MSB LS2 L/B S4,000
M7 LI 03 L/0 1,2S0
M7 L194A L/0 3,000
MSA LS9A L/B 40, ISO
MS LS L/B/MH 19,9S0
MS LS9 L/B 69,SS0
MSA L88A L/0 36,000
MSA L10S L/B 29,000
M7 L17S L/0 1,200
L/OCU 1,110
M3C L2S L/B 45,100
M7 L41 MH/0 9,470
M11 L64 L/B/MH 10,150
M11 L10 L/B 20,650
M7 L9SA L/B 49,850
MH/0 5,710
MS LS1A L/B 7,250
M10 L4-2 L/0 33,850
MSB L6 L/0 7,250
MSB L2S L/0 8,600
M4 L21 (1-3S) UO 113,050
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Giroux, Gerard Jr. & Patricia M3 L41 UB 64,4S0
Glicl<stein, Mitchell & Lydia M8 L68A UB 1S,100
Glidden, John M5 LI UO 19,300
Glidden, Lawson MSA L113 UB 27,3S0
Goldstein, Helen M12 L6 1/3 Int. UB 1,7S0
Goodhue, Edith Mil L11 UO 8S0
Goodridge, Donald & Marilyn M3B L24 UB 44,400
Gordon, Marjorie M8 L19 UB 38,4S0
Gordon, Richard MSA L121 UB 94,4S0
MSA L121A UO 1,400
MS L48 UO 1,8S0
MS L49 UO 9,0S0
MS LSS UB 11S,700
Goss, Alice MS L88 UB 4S,7S0
MSA L74 UO 2,900
Goss, Russell MS L91B UB 138,0S0
Gould, Kenneth Sr. M3C L23 UB S6,4S0
Grady, Nancy & Robert Mil L24 UB 19,7S0
Graton, Arnold & Elizabeth MS L36 UB 37,900
Graton, Milton MS LS3 UO 9,6S0
Graton, Milton & Doris MS L3S UB 10,3S0
Graton, Stanley M6 L24 UB 2,SS0
MS L34 L/B 25,2S0
Graziano, Anthony M2 L12 L/MH 129,7S0
Greason, Stephen & Elizabeth MSA LI 02 L/B 46,6S0
Greene, Jannes & Ellen MS L41 L/B 23,400
Greenleaf, Roy MS L93 MH/0 SOO




M8 L71 UOCU. 1,010
M9 L28 L/OCU 3,020
Greenwood, Reginald & Gertrude MSA L73 UO 1,900
MS L87 UB 31,400
M7 L39 UB 19,1S0
Gregg, David Estate of Mil L7S UB 13,200
Gregg, Ella Trust Mil LS4 UB 120,200
Mil LSS UO 4,900
Greytak, Thomas Ml L4-1 UB 9,8S0
L. Grossmans Sons Inc. M7 LSO UO 13,9S0
Grumman, Helen & Ackley, Ethel MS L31 UB 41,900
Guion, Richard & Jean M1 L12 UB 44,0S0
Gulf Oil Company M7 L3S UB 62,300
Gunn, Gasper & Carmen M7 L167A UB 3S,600
Guyotte, Alphonse & Dorothy M2 L47B UO 8,8S0
Guyotte, Robert & Nancy M2 L2 UB S7,2S0
Haan, Peter & Elsie M3 L39 UB 28,3S0
Hack, Marion M7 LI 06 UB 74, ISO
Haines, Edith MS LSS UB 41,400
Hall, James & Kathryn M3B L57 UB 48,2S0
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Hall, Lester & Lucille M2 LS5 L/B 4S,450
M2 LS6 L/B 19,600
M2 LSO L/B 11,S50
Hall, Natalie & Perkins, Forrest M7 L71 L/B S7,000
Hall, Victor M8 L2 MH/0 4,650




Hammond, Everett MSA LS2A L/B S8,750
MSA LS2 L/B 28,550
MSA LSS L/0 9,050
Hannaford, Harold & Florence M5 L56 L/B S1,550
M5A L97 L/B 15,750
Hanaway, Richard M7 L6B L/B 16,850
Hanley, Michael & Diane MB L67C L/B 26,700
Hanlon, John & Joan MS LS L/B 22,850
Hannaford, Thomas Jr. M5A L7 L/B 152,750
Hansen, Earl MS L24 L/B 55,450
Hanson, Frederick & Catherine M8 L2 MH/0 S,150
Harlow, Patricia MSB LS2 4/7lnt. L/B 2S,200
Harobed, Realty Trust M11 L57 L/B 54,750
Harris, Henry & Mary M11 LS1 L/B 149,950
Harris, H. Russell MS L29 L/B 76,850
Harris, Mary M11 L12 L/0 12,550
Harris, Patricia M7 L1S5 L/B 58,450
Harrison, Steven MSA L48 L/B 54,050
M5 L25,26 L/OCU 4,1S5
Hart, Jane M10 L4,5 L/B 50,950
Hart, Katherine MSA L12 L/B 17,850
Hartwell, Hubert & Lillian M5 L2S B/MH 5,950
Hartwig, Marguerite M2 L55 L/B 74,700
M2 L42 L/0 2,850
Haseltine, Franklin M5A L4S 1/2 Int. L/B S6,200
Hawkins, Clifton M5 L9S L/B 4S,S00
Hawkins, Kenneth &Thelma MSB LS2B L/B 47,000
Hawley, Frank Jr. & Alethea M11 L69 L/B 75,650
Hayes, Janice M1 L17-S L/B 24,000
M1 L17-1 L/0 5,950
M12 L61/Slnt. L/B 1,750
Hayes, Marjorie MB L6S L/B 27,600
Heath, Anna M6 L1S B/MH 11,450
M5A L1S L/B S0,750
Heath, Harry L M6 L1S L/B 41,050
Heath, Laura MB L72 L/0 1,000
Heath, Lester MS L117 L/B 41,050
Hebert, Stephen MB L2 MH/0 3,550
Hendel, Peter & Margaret MB L52 L/B 42,025
Henderson, Mrs. Harold M7 L127 MH/0 5,450
Henderson, James & Ruth MSB L41 L/B 39,350
Hession, Anne Ancillary Est. M11 L1S L/B 39,850
Heyman, Elsie M7 L105 L/MH 9,850
Hiam, Peter & Helen M11 L51 L/B 212,700
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Hill, Alan & Nancy M7 L24, 25 UB 58,900
Hill, A. Walter & Donna M3 L28 UB 51,250
M3 L131 UO 10,800
Hill, Edna M7 L55 UB 30,500
Hill, Katherine M7 L89 UB 31,950
Hill, Lewis & Rowena M3B L3 UB 40,850
Hilliker, Eugene & Mary M3 L44 UB 26,200
M3A L28 4/36lnt . UB 6,000
Hodges, Alisoun M3 L109 UB 29,400
Hodges, Julia M3 L112 L/B 25,200
Holderness School M7 L91 UB 138,450
M7 L38 L/0 7,050
M7 L171 UB 81,200
M7 L81 UO 8,400
M7 L32 UB 1,058,100
Hole, Helen &Melvin, &
Keiser, Elizabeth M3C L16 UB 22,600
Holland, Ralph & Myrtle M3 L63 UB 24,100
Holland, Willis & Deborah M9 L2 UB 30,950
M9 L2A UO 3,550
Hollister, Rev. William M3 L451/3lnt. UB 22,100
M3A L281/36int . UB 1,700
Holt, Paul & Judith M7 L4 UO 4,300
Hopkins, Ruby M7 L99 UB 45,950
Hopkins, William &
Adams, Fletcher M7 L74 UB 36,800
Homes, Thorr & Marit M5 L69 UB 18,000
Horstmann, Esther L. M9 L7 UB 89,150
Horton, Michael & Peggy M5 L12 UB 8,850
Hovey, Chandler Jr. Mil L9A UB 42,850




Howe, Amelia M5 L31 UB 23,500
M5 L38 UB 7,300
Howe, Arthur Jr. & Margaret M10 L33-1 UO 6,100
M10 L36 UB 50,500
Howe, Charles & Eva M5 L40 UB 39,650
M5 L42 UO 900
Howe, Charles P. Mil L98 UB 54,000
M3B L35 UB 74,000
Howe, David Jr. & Joyce M5 L39 UB 21,650
Howe, Mrs. Priscilla M10 L38 UO 5,550
Howe, Richard M10 L12 UB 51,600
Howe, Robert & Janice M5 L44 UMH 19,150
Howe, Samuel & Deborah M3B L36 UB 33,050
Howe, Sidney M10 L9A UB 48,300
Hudley, David & Dawn M3 L116 UB 27,900
Hubley, Mrs. Earl M3 L116 MH/0 6,095











Huckins, Laura Estate of
Huckins, Maurice
l-iuckins, Milton
Huckins, Reginald & Dorothy
Hughes, Gregory
Hulslander, G. Irene et al
Humphrey, George & Denise
Hunkins, Carl & Joanne
Hunkins, Milton
Hunnewell, William




Hurd, Douglas & Patricia
Hutchins, Harry
Hutchins, Herman; Boisvert,
Ann & Allard, Ernestine
Hyde, Harold & Mary Rita
Inkell, Mabel
Ireland, Clifford & Harriet









Jirkovsky, Charles & Sue
Johnson, Cameron
Johnson, Frederick & Rhea
Johnson, Lee & Lillian
M7 L13 UOCU 1,800
M7 L12 UOCU 4,305
M2 L54 UQ 300
UO 600
M7 L12 B/0 11,200
M7 L22A UO 1,250
M7 L1 UO 1,700
M7 L14 UO 300
M7 L16 UOCU 2,515
M3B L42 UB 62,800
M3 L2S MN/O 3,935
M1 L19 UB 21,100
M1 L20 UB 9,000
M3 L17 UB 35,450
M5 L11 UB/MH 16,080
M5 L11 MH/O 3,065
M7 L58 UB 26,550
M10 LS3-2 UB 60,700
M10 LSS-S UO 2,400
MS Cards
2-9, 12, 1S UO 18,450
M7 L176 UO 6,400
M2 L21 UO 4,700
MS LS2 UB 39,150
M10 LS7 MH/O 12,085
M7 L67 UB 13,600
M7 L11S-1 UO 5,250
M7 L11S-2 UB 25,000
MS LS UB 31,750
M3 L46 UB 55,000
M8 L2 MH/O 5,825
MSA L101 UB 117,300
MSC L4 UB 5,250
MS L77 UB 46,250
MS LBS UO 6,250
MSB L19 UB 50,100
M5 LS2 UO 5,200
M4 L2 UO 18,750
M5 L84 UB 19,500
M3 L115 UB 129,700
M8 L61 UO 39,700
M7 L8S UO 28,700
M11 L18 MH/O 5,750
M11 LS91/3lnt. UO 800
M12 L61/Slnt. UB 1,750
M5 L91A UO 1,750
M2 L41 UB 8,300
M2 L40 UB/MH 9,800
MSA L11,11A UO 33,800
MS L6SA UB 20,700





















Kenney, James & Laura




Kimball, Andrew & Kathleen
Kimball, Arthur & Kathleen
Kindell, Arthur
King, Louesa
Kisselburgh, Ronald & Jean
Knapp, Ruth






LaFreniere, Maurice & Susan
Lambert, Charles & Diana
Lambert, Elizabeth
Lambert, Todd & Deborah
Lamson, David
Landers, Alfred & Ruth
Lanier, Mrs. Jean
Laplant, Roger & Irene
Laverack, Samuel
Laware, Lucy
Lawrence, Oakes Jr. & Glendora
Leavitt, Irene
Lee, William & Joyce
Leech, Dr. John
Lemos, Robert
M7 L102 UB SS.SSO
M4 L60 UB BI.SSO
MSB LSO UB SS,200
MSA L20 UB 67,000
MSA L64 UB S0,200
MSA L10B UB 2S,9S0
M10 LS1 UB 66,SS0
M3A L41 UO S,1S0
M3A L42 UB 24,SS0
MSA L92 UB 27,S00
M2 LSS UB 4S,4S0
M11 LSS UB 69,4S0
MS L1S UB S1,2S0
M7 L4S UB 19,SS0
M8 L26 UO 6,600
M7 LS UB 19,400
M3 LS8 UB SB.OSO
M8 L2 MH/0 4,490
MS L2S MH/0 1,1S0
M8 L2 MH/0 6,200
MB L2 MH/0 S,74S
MS LB6 UB 19,400
M8 LS6 MH/0 9,B60
MS L70E UO 4,SS0
MSB LS2S/7lnt. UB 17,400
MS L6 UB 1B,2S0
MS LS4 UB SS,100
MSA L22 UB S4,000
MSA L4S UB S6,200
MS L11S MH/0 I.SOO
MSB LISA UO 2B,200
MSB L1S UB 74,700
M2 LSO UO 4,400
MS L92 UB 24,0S0
MSC L24 UB 44.B00
M9 LS UB 1S,B00
MS L1B UB 3S,100
MSA L16 UB SS,700
M8 L12 MH/0 6,0S0
M10 L24 UB 19S,000
MS L1 UB 1B.SS0
MS L19 UO 10,9S0
M7 L11S B/0 2,BS0
M2 L40A UO 17,1 SO
MSA L204 UB SB, 100
MSA L10SA UB 2S,S00
M22 L62 UB 60,600
M10 L1B UB B2,S00





















Livermore Mobile Homes Park
Locke, Elsie & Irving
Logan, Armande




Lowies, Roland & Doris




MacDonald John & Brenda









Marden, Mark & Jacqueline
Marden, Mark & Robert
Marden, Robert
Mardin, Richard & Edith
Mark, Robert &Theonie
Marr, Margaret
N3B L38 UB 66,100
M7 L36 UB 191,200
M7 L110A L/B 30,350
M7 L37 UO 9,250
M7 L157 UB 33,550
M2 L20 UB 53,750
M8 L68 L/0 8,850
M3B L23L/ UB 85,600
M3 L92 L/B 93,700
MS L106 MH/0 8,140
M3 L102 L/B 33,550
M3 L106 L/MH 22,650
M11 L32 UB 160,200
M7 L8S UO 3,550
M8 L2 UB 106,500
M6 L27 UB 23,600
M8 L2 MH/0 7,095
MSA L14, 14A UB 68,250
M7 L142 UB 29,550
M2 L8 L/B ^57,550
M3A L24 Vi Int. UB 12,350
M3A L24 1/2 Int. UB 12,350
M3 L1 UO 23,300
M2 L34 UB 36,900
M2 L33 UB 24,100
M3B L13 UB 56,100
M5 L85 UB 15.700
M10 L16 UB 59,950
M11 L8 UB 7,000
M3B LSS UB 69,650
M5 L41A UB 28,800
M7 L47 UB 19,450
M7 L9 UB 8,850
M7 L44 MH/0 2,200
MO L11 UB 20,550
M3 L118-1 L/B 23,950
M3 L118-2 UB 44,300
M3 L118-3 UO 12,150
M5 L68 UB 16,700
MSA L72 UO 1,900
M2 L29 UB 153,600
MB L2 MH/0 4,950
M8 L2 MH/0 6,325
MSA LS8 UB 34,500
MSA LS9 UB 53,850
MSA LS7 UO 4,750
M8 L42 B/0 32,750
M6 L11 UB 8,750
MSA L10B UB 39,900
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Marsh, Irving M3 L52 UB 28,400
Marsh, Samuel & Judy M3A L281/36lnt . UB 1,700
M3 L451/3lnt. UB 22,100




Martel, Emile & Margaret M2 L7 UB 48,800
Martel, William M5 L28 UB 1,650
Martz, William M5 L29 UB 39,350
Mastro, Joseph & Judith M5A L27(1-7) UB 135,650
M5A L27A UO 13,650
Matheson, Kenneth UO 5,000
Matthews, Harold & Janet M5 L70 A-D UO 8,750
M5 L70 UB 29,250
M5A L69 UO 1,800
M5A L71 UO 850
M5 L85A UO 150
May, Richard & Mae M4 L5 UO 36,450
May, Rollo M2 L32 UB 44,900
McClay, Theodore & Ruth M7 L137 UB 19,650
McCormack, Christopher M7 L69 UB 29,100
McCormack, Euna M7 L40 UO 4,350
McCormack, John & Euna M7 L73A UO 2,200
McCormack, Phillip & Louise MB L17 UB 43,200
McCormack, Richard & Janet M7 L44 UB 10,100
McCormack, Richard & Arlene MB L83A UMH 15,150
McCormack, Susan M7 L40 MH/0 6,250




McCuin, Clifford & Florence M7 L115 UB 38,250
M7 L123 UO 10,950
McDowell, Ann MB L10 UB 37,050
McHugh, John & Carol M3 L70 UB 179,850
McKenna, Emily M5A LBO UB 40,200
M5A L82 UB 36,500
McLaughlin, Florence M7 L10 UB 4,550
McLeod, John & Ruth M7 L109 UB 28,000
McLoud, Merlond & Martha M3A L3(1-3) UB 93,700
M3 L40 UO 100
Meakin, Constance, Faith, Ann & JohinM3 L8 UB 33,200
Melanson, Elwin & Gale M6 L28 UB 20,650






M5 L10 UB 42,300
M9 L17 UB 48,150
Melendy, Merton & Althea M5A LI 00 UB 13,900
Mercier, Alain M3 L115 MH/0 1,250
Merrill, Allen & Florence M7 L112 UMH 11,800
Merrill, Gladys M7 L111A UO 2,000











Miclon, Delphia & Gertrude
Miller, Brandon & Henrietta











Morrill, William & Mary
Morrison, John
Morrison, Robert & Metcalf, Jessie
Morse, Richard Jr. & Sandell
Morse, Robert & Sharon
Morss, Sherman & Elizabeth
Moser, William & Sandra
Moses, Harold, & Sara
Moulton, Doris
Munroe, Albert
Murdock, Francis & Mary
Murgatroy, Bernard & Mabel
Murphy, Floyd
Murphy, Mrs. Gardner




Najmola, Anthony & Anna
Nardo, Frank & Carlson, Svea










































































































































































Nielsen, John & Vicki
Nielsen, Knud & Mary
Nielsen, Patricia
Niles, Howard & Emeline
Niles, Nancy
Ninety Three Realty
Nistler, Stanley & Donna
Noseworthy, James & Jacqueline
Nothern, Denis
Noyes, Johanna S.
Noyes, John & Barbara
Noyes, Marjoris
Noyes, Ora




O'Neill, William & Elizabeth
Overberg, Carl




Palmieri, Agostino & Marion
Pariseau, Raymond & Ellen
Parker, Howard & Margaret
Paul, John & Jo-Ann
Payes, Donald & Elizabeth




Pelletier, Gerard & Judith
Pemi Broadcasters Inc.
Pemi Fish & Game Club
Peoples, Norman & Margaret
Perkins, Dean Jr. & Jeanne
Perkins, Lloyd
P.U. 167,980
MSA L30 B/0 1S,700
MSA L3S UB 26,8S0
MSA L42 UB 36,0S0
MSA L29 UB 36,000
MSA L30 UO 7,200
MSA L31 UO 1,350
MSA L36 UO 1,400
MSA L42A UB 20,8S0
M11 L4 UMH 14,290
M11 L1 UMH 2,7S0
M8 L23 UO 7,3S0
M3 L18 UB 3S,600
MSA L2 UB 28,8S0
MS LS7 MH/0 1,700
M3C L3A UB 42,2S0
MSA LS6 UB 32,7S0
M2 L9 UB 39,6S0
M8 L2 MH/0 4,400
M7 L87 UB 40,4S0
M7 L84 UB SS,000
M3 L11S MH/0 8S0
M7 L46 UB 2S,3S0
MSB LS4 UB 100,400
M3 L76 UO 6,700
M3 L11S MH/0 1,170
M7 LS2 UB 1S,900
MSA L61A UO 22,4S0
MSA L62 UB 38,800
MS L64 UO 11,8S0
MSA L60 UB 92,2S0
MSA L61 UO 20,100
MS L62 UO 14,400
MSA L12 UB 38,400
M3 L1S UB 84,600
M7 L6S UB 18,000
MS L90 UB 26, ISO
MS L90A UB 8,4S0
M2 L18A UMH 22,900
M4 L21-4 UO 10,800
M3B L37 UB S2,SS0
M7 L42 UB IS.OOO
MS LS4 3/10lnt . UO 1,3S0
MS LS4 3/10lnt . UO 1,3S0
M7 L41 UB/MH 21,6S0
M8 L40 UB 2,900
M9 L2S UB 2S,170
UOCU 10,92S
M3B L10 UB S7,SS0
MB L83C UB 32,0S0
M3 L2S UB 46,0S0
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Perkins, Paul M1 LI UO 400
Perry, Christopher & Muriel M2 LIB-IS uo 3,7S0
Perry, Mrs. William M3 L4BA UB 79,000
M2 L49 UOCU 60
Peterson, Richard & Barbara M2 LI 7 UB 17,7S0
Pettenglil, Mildred M3A L9 UB 4S,6S0
Phillips, Henry A. M3B L49 UB 83,400
Phillips, Henry & Katherine M11 L5 UB 47,4S0
Phlppen, William & Doris M3C L6 V2 Int. UB 62,300
Pickel, Frederick Jr. M3C L11 UB 27,8S0
Pike, Harold M8 L70 UB 38,200
Pllote, Frank M8 L7S UB 1S,900
Pine, Marcia & Bergren Sue M8 L6 UB 33,7S0
MB L37 UO 13,400
Pinehurst Point Associates M10 L4 UO 21,2S0
Piper, Julia MSA L40 UB 26,000
Piper, Richard Jr. & Nellie M?A L41 UB 14,4S0
Plant, Barbara J. M7 LB MH/0 2,44S
Plant, David & Peggy M2 L14 UB/MH 24,SS0
M2 LI 6 UB 31,000
Plant, Max MSA L93 UB 144, ISO
Plant, Mildred M7 LI 72 UB 18,0S0
Plantamure, Michael & Marlon MSA L1 UB 36,200
Plante, Charles & Cynthia M7 L39 MH/0 2,700
Poitras, Robert & Gwendolyn MS LB3 UB 32,7S0
Pollock, James M4 L21-2B UB3 35,400
Pomeroy, Jeanne M7 L21 UB 40,200
Porter, William M11 L56 UB 50,350
Postlewalte, Robert & Mary MSA Lie UB 37,000
Potter, Arthur M?A L10 UB 25,750
Potter, Robert & Joan M3 L13A UO 12,000
Powderly, Kenneth Sr. & Edith M3A L35 UB 36,750
Preston, Elwyn Jr. & Jerome Jr. M11 L52 UB 434,150
Preston, Philip M4 L2A UO 8,600
Price, David & Margaret M7 L14B UB 36,700
Public Service Co of NH M7 L34 P.U. 222,950
Pulslfer, Bertram & Laura M3 L53 UB 31,350
M2 L27 UO 18,100
M3 L53 UOCU 1,350
M9 L32 V2 Int. UO 2,250
M9 L33 UO 19,100
Pulsifer, Scott MS L24 UB 10,700
Pusch, Karl & Barbel MS L67B UB 29,750
Putnam, John MSA LB1 UO 19,600
MSA LB1A UB 27,250
M3B L5 UB 45,150




Quivey, Edward L. MB L4 UO 5,300
Racine, Robert MB L2 MH/0 7,250








Rand, Watson & Erma
Rask, Niels
Ray, Alexander
Ray, George & Doris
Raymond, Anthony
Reardon, Arthur
Readron, William & Rita
Reinhardt, Barbara
R.I.C.Inc.





Ricker, Elbeon & Mildred
Riehs, Martin & Anne
Robinson, Arnold & Georgette
Robinson, Robert & Suzanne
Robitaille, Leo & Jean
Rockywold Deephaven Camp
Rogers, Edward & Joyce
Ross, Stuart & Joanne
Route 11 Corp.
Royea, Ibra B. & Ruth
Royea, Ibra D. & Ibra B.
Royea, Mrs. IbraD.
Royea, Richard & Robert
Royea, Robert &Odlle
Rubin, Douglas & Elizabeth
Ruhm, Kenneth & Nancy
Russell, Anne
Russell, Marguerite
M5 L66 UB S2,S00
MSA L67 UO 9,200
M3 L6S UO SO
M3B LSS UB 8S,000
M7 LS7 UB S2,600
M9 L2S, 24 UB 89,8S0
MSA L24 UB 77,9S0
M7 L28B UB SS,OSO
M3A L11 UB 97,900
MS L27 UB 44,SS0
MS L80 UB S2,200
MSA LS4-1 UB S8,SS0
M8 LSA-1 UO 4,100
M8 LS6 UB 8,7S0
M8 LS7 UO 44,S00
M6 L10 UO 16,S00
MB L60 UO S,000
M6 LS UO 6,8S0
MS LSS UB/MH 12,210
MS LI ISA UB 26,8S0
Mil L49 UB 78,100
M7 L71 MH/0 2,600
MSA L12A UB 42,9S0
M8 L69 B/0 S,7S0
M8 L69 UB 28,000
MS L62A UO 100
MSA L46 UB 108,100
Ml L8 UB S4,000
M1 LIS UB/MH IS.SSO
M5 L7 UB/MH 1S,900
M10 L9 UB 1,206,900
M10 LIS UO 4,600
M10 UO SSO
M10 L41 UO S,SOO
M10 LSS UB S0,700
M10 LS4 UB S2,SS0
M10 L10 UB 14,500
Mil LISV2 Int. UB 11,SSO
M11 LSO UB 41,400
M8 L2 MH/0 S,SSO
MSA L84 UB 140,600
Ml LIS UB S4,200
MSC L22 UO S,1S0
Ml Lie UO 8,800
Ml L10 UB 40,600
M1 LS UO 6,500
Ml L11 UB 26,250
MSC L20 UB S7,150
M8 L20-22 UB 51,000
M8 LSO UO 12,600
MSB L22 UB S0,7S0
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Rutgers, Ernest & Doris M5A L112 UB 65,800
Ryan, Lisa, Cheyney, Timothy M5 L94 UO 26,550
Ryder, Daniel, Jr. M7 LI 46 UO 3,350
M7 LI 36 UO 1,650
M7 LI 38 UO 1,350
M7 L167 UO 1,150
M7 L169 UO 1,600
M7 LI 70 UO 1,800
M7 LI 63 UO 1,400
M7 L161 UO 1,400
M7 LI 59 UO 1,400
M7 LI 68 UO 1,150
M7 LI 49 UO 1,850
M7 LI 50 UO 1,450
M7 L151 UO 1,250
M7 LI 52 UO 1,200
M7 LI 53 UO 1,250
M7 L147 UO 1,500
M7 L145 UO 1,200
Ryea, David & Sherry M7 L61 UB 31,850
Ryea, Harold & Barbara M8 L2 MH/0 4,400
Sacco, Ralph & Edna M5A L3 UB 11,050
Sachs, Robert & Andrea M8 L15 UB 45,100
Saliba, Moses M5A L21,21A UB 37,800
Sanborn, Blanche M8 L29 UOCU 1,670
M9 L32 V2 Int. UO 2,250
Sanderson, Richard & Mary M3A L45 UB 154,950
M3A L36 UO 800




Sargent, Harrison M7 L31 UB 44,350
Sava, John M6 L22 UB 3,250
Schutmaat, Wayne & Cornelia M3A L34 UB 48,550
Shutter, George & Kimball, Arthur M3B L56 UB 71,500
Schwartz, Irving & Ida M5A L5 UB 33,250
Schwartz, Norman & Jon M5A L8 UO 8,400
Sequin, Bradley & Barbara M8 L45 MH/0 3,050
Sewall, Ms. Harold &
Gilbertson, Priscilla M5A L18, 18A UB/MH 57,410
Shanker, Dr. Benjamin Estate of M5A L4 UB 29,550
Sharpe, Paul &Gail M7 L19 UB 53,650
Shaw, Katherine M5A L117 UB 25,650
Sheldon, Barbara, Jonathan
&Dustin M5A L96 UB 21,500




Shuchman, James & Barbara M7 LI 64 UB 35,150




M3A L16 UB 94,100
M3B L29 UO 2,100
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Silva, Carlos, Jr. MB L2 MH/0 S,4S0
Simoneau, Richard M8 L2 MH/0 10,200
Simpson, Hubert & Marion M9 L27 UB 27,SS0
Sironen, Abigail M1 LI 7-2 UB 10,8S0
Slagle, Robert & Eleanor M7 L28 UB 48,000
Slagus, Edward & Dorothy M5 LI A UB 6S,1S0
Sleeper, Maurice & Marie MSA L37 UB 2S,700
Sliva, Patricia M11 L39 MH/0 1,000
Smith, Barr& Judith MSA LS2 UB 2S,SS0
Smith, Darrell & Joyce MS L76 UB 17,SS0
Smith, Gary & Kricket MS L79 UB SS,600
Smith, George D. II M3 LSOA UB 40,S00
Smith, George & Gall M8 L73 UB 28,SS0
Smith, Gertrude MSB L4S UB 44,SS0




M7 LI 04 UO S.ISO
Smith, Kent & Beverly MS LSO UB 20,2S0
MS L47 UO 2,600
Smith, Norman Jr. & Beverly M7 LI 08 UB 26,S00
Smith, Mrs. Norman M8 LSI UB 26,98S
M8 L41 UO 9,600
M8 LSI UOCU 1S,71S
M7 L96 UO 20,2S0
M7 LI 07 UB 41,S00
M8 L28A UO 2,S00
Smith, Paul & Suzanne MS LI 08-6 UB SI,600
Smith, Mrs. Preston MS L111 UB 90,4S0
Smith, Richard & Nancy MSA L4S UB 2S,6S0




M3 LIS UB SS,4S0
M3A L27 UB 17,8S0
M3 L11 UB S2,SS0
Smith, Woodrow M8 LS UB SS,4S0
M7 L86 UO 2,200
Snow, Rev. Albert & Janet MSA LSS UB 46,0S0
Soutter, Dr. Lamar M13 L2 UB 102,SS0
Spencer, Larry & Eleanor M7 LI 44 UB S9,200
Sperry, Maria UO 14,200
Sprague, Robert & Ann M2 LSI UO S,600
M2 L10 UB S2,S00
Squam Boats Inc. MSA L46 UB 4,SS0
MSA L76 UB 61,000
MSA L77 UO 4,900
Squam Lakes Assn. MS LSS UO 1S,SS0
Squam Lakes Resort Inc. MS L20 UB S64,S00
MSA L6 UB S9,4S0
Squires, Newell & Alice MSB LS9 UB 46,000
St. Anselms College Mil L67A UO 2,S00












Stanley, Edward & Marion
Staples, Dr. Lawrence & Olive
Stark, Archibald & Eleanor
Stepp, Robert & Eleanor
















Taylor, Malcolm & Helen
Taylor, Malcolm Tink
Taylor, Ruth
Taylor, Wayne & Mary
Teem, John & Sylvia






M8 L51A UB 16,700
M7 L89A L/MH 14,750
M7 L90 L/B 27,850
M8 L46 L/B 41,690
L/OCU 475
M8 L44 L/OCU 590
M10 L15 L/B 59,250
M10 L2 L/B 6,950
MSA L98 L/B 67,850
MS L11 L/B 72,500
L/OCU 1,065
MS L12 L/OCU 5,440
B/0 1,S00
M3B L12 L/B 46,200
M3A L281/S6lnt . L/B 1,700
MSA L451/S6lnt . L/B 22,100
M1 L9 L/B/MH 22,450
M3C LS L/B 105,550
M3C LSB L/0 48,650
M5 L72 L/B 17,800
M7 L162 L/0 S,200
MSB L40 L/B 51,400
M7 LSSA L/0 21,S00
M5 L41B L/B/MH 16,900
M10 L4-S L/B 75,750
M6 L2S L/0 500
M1 L21 L/B 19,650
M7 L29 L/B 94,850
MS L101 L/B 140,910
L/OCU 890
MSC L5 MH/0 7,410
M2 L24 L/B 41,950
L/OCU 5S5
M2 L26 L/B 21,S50
MSA L18 L/B 87,100
MS L101 B/0 4S,650
MS L106A L/0 6,250
M10 L44 L/B 40,2S0
L/0 CU R 1.180
M2 LS8 L/B 76,S50
M2 LS7 L/0 14,900
M2 Lb UO 20,500
MSC L5 L/B 17,400
M2 L1S L/B 6S,150
MS L105 L/B 18,050
MB L2 MH/0 6,515
MSC L17 L/B 26,600
M5 L54 L/0 450
M5 L54 L/0 450
M5 LSO L/B 26,800
MS L19 L/B 21,400
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Thompson, Lyie M. M3 L23 UB 46,1 SO
M3 L21 UB 22,S00
MSA L9S L/B/MH 30,900
M2 L26A L/0 2,1S0
Thompson, LyIe Jr. M10 L37 L/MH 19,7S0
Thomson, Thelma, Fletcher,
& Maiek, Maize M11 L74 L/B 14S,SS0
Tirone, William & Jane M8 L16 UB 40,900
Todd, Donald & Priclllia M11 L7 UB 20,7S0
Tougas, Gerald & Jean M3 L13C UO 13,200
MS L13J UO 7,600
Tower, Ross & Alice M8 LSB L/B/MH 27,1S0
Trapper Brown Co Inc. M5 L14 UB 7B,700
Triplett, William MSA 1-7 LBB UB 201,700
Tucker, Myra M8 L49 UB 12,1S0
MB LSO UB 9,SS0
Turell, Walter M6 L22 MH/0 1,0S0
Turner, Arnold & Kim M7 L63 UB 20,000
Tuveson, Robert & Joanne M7 L20 UB 43,S00
Twombley, Dr. Gray M1 L23 UO 10,300
Tyrrell, Harry Jr. & Constance M1 L2 UO 2,000
M2 LS6 UB 29,200
Linger, Carol M11 L6B L/B 42,600
Vaillancourt, Ronald & Beverly MS L43 L/MH 12,200
Vaillant, Alphonse & Ruth MS L33 UO 50
Valentine, Elizabeth M11 L21 UB 1BS,B00
M11 L23 UO 12,B00
Valpey, Robert & Alice M3C L27 UO 200
M3C L26 UB 73,950
Van Hagen, Charles & Madeline M7 L132 UB 31,600
Van Hagen, Clinton M7 L130 UO 3,150
Van Ingen, Evelyn M11 L16 UO 5,900
Van Sickle, Alden & Barbara M3B LS1 UB 63,150
Van Vliet, Robert & Elizabeth M8 L24 UB 40,700
Van Winkle, Martin & Esther M3C L13 UB 162,650
Veasey, Lewis & Gladys MSA L49 UB 24,900
MS LS7 MH/0 7,115
Veasey, William & Betty MS L39 UB 33,500
Vicinus, Charles H. M3 L79 UO 9,850
Vlttum, Carroll M8 L2 MH/0 1,B50
Vokes, C. Richard MS LB1 UO 4,BS0
Voorhis, Mrs. Grandon Sr. MS L21 UMH 20,635
V.S.H. Realty Inc. M7 L79 UO 20,000
Waldron, Eugene & Julia M2 L4 UB 41,600
Wallace, Harry M7 L33 UB 65,650
Wallner& Bloom M3 L37 UB 54,900
M3A L29 UB 16,500
Walsh, David & Gillis, Gerard M6 L16 UO 12,100
Walsh, Sylvia MB L2 MH/O 5,575
Walsh, Thomas & Suzanne M3C L6 V2 Int. L/B 62,300
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Ward, Alice M3B L44 L/B 42,500
Warner, Donna M8 L2 MH/0 5,000
Washburn, H. Bradford Jr. M10 L14 UB 61,250
Washburn, Stanley J7 L10 UB 12,450
Watson, Harold M8 L65 UB 30,200
Watts, Marion M3B L4 UB 56,250
Webster, Edwin Trustees Mil L30 UO 2,950
M10 L3 UOCU 715
Mil L20 UO 5,050
Mil L40 UO 10,850
M11 L25 Vi Int. UB 13,550
Mil L26 UO 18,450
Mil L9 UOCU 1,270
M10 LI UOCU 1,815
Mil L29 UO 62,000





Mil L71 UO 85,350





M10 L5 UO 600





Webster, Frank; Hiam, Edwin &
Palnner, Richard Mil L18A UOCU 1,555
Mil L34 UB 282,900
Mil L16C UB 191,700
Mil L25 V2 Int. UB 13,550
Mil L48 UB 30,600
Welsh, Douglas Jr. & Deborah M3B L28 UO 7,500
Wentzell, Edward & Eunice M7 L126 UO 3,800
M7 L127 UB 35,950
Werner, Eric & Daga M3 L26 UB 36,100
Wescott, Merle & Gertrude M6 L4A UMH 20,800
Wescott, Ralph & AnaMarIa M9 L18 UB 29,050
West, Eugenia M10 L21 UB 103,550









M10 L50A UB 33,350
Westberg, Frank Jr. M3 L82 UB 15,550











Whitesell, Donald & Hazel
Whiting, William
Whiting, John Estate
Whitman, Paul & Janice
Whittemore, Albert & Helen
Whortleberry Inc.
Wicksman, Dr. Robert & Dorothy
Wiggett, Christine
Wiggett, Donald & Mary
Wilkie, Dale & Maureen
Wilkins, Harold
Willoughby, Hollis & Alberta
Willoughby Ridge Farm
Wills, Horace & Grace
Wiltse, Melvin&Gail
Windwood Corp.
Winslow, Eugene & Gloria
Winton, Clarence & Margaret
Wolf, Eleanor
Wood, Violet
Wood, Walter & Beverly
Woodbridge, Arlene
Woodbury, E. David & Corinne
Woodbury, E. Davis Jr. & Elda
Woodward, Brinton Jr. & Patricia
Woodward, Douglas & Beverly
Young, Elizabeth
Young, Robert
Young, Robert & Elvira
Young, William & Susie
Youngman, Burgess
Zahka, Alan & Linda
M5 L81 L/MH 16,850
1^5 L82 L/0 1,600
1^3 L46 L/B 12S,2S0
M6 L88 L/B SO.QSO
M12 L8 UB S1,450
MSA L70 UO 450
M3 USD L/0 9,400
M11 LS8 L/B 4S,400
M11 LS8A L/0 14,100
M2 L4S L/B SS,496
UOCU 555
1^7 L100 UB 20,950
MS L1S UB 51,700
MS L1SE UO S,750
MS L1SF UO 4,450
MS L1SG UO 7,150
MS L1SK L/0 8,750
MS L74 UB 27,950
MS L7S UO 2,150
M8 L2 MH/0 2,950
M8 L64 L/MH 16,000
MSA L2S UB SS,600
M5 L27 UO 6,500
MS L11S MH/0 1,150
M8 L77 L/B 44,460
UO 2,240
M7 LS4 UB 18,750
M7 L5S UB 27,250
M7 LS4A UB S8,600
M10 L26 MH/0 4,950
MSA L54 UB 95,650
MS L10S UB SS,700
MS L100 UB 11S,800
MSA L14 UB 81,650
MS LS1 UB 40,600
MS L78 UB S7,100
M6 L6 UB . 10,200
MSB L20 UB 41,750
MSB L21 UB 28,050
M8 LS1B L/B 59,650
MSA LSS UB SS,900
MS L22 L/B 62,250
M10 L4-4 UB 25,800
MS L7S UO 950
M7 L2 L/B 2,250
MS L49 UB 57,050
M11 L60 UB 40,S00
M7 L95 UB SI,800
M7 L14S UB 47,700
M7 L1S1 UO 4,200
M9 L18 MH/0 6,700
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ZImmer, Anthony M6 L21 L/MH 9,640
Zimmer, Frank & Leslie M6 L26 L/MY 10,525
Zimmer, Larry & Donna M6 L26 L/B/MH 15,600
Zimmer, Phillip M6 L25 L/B 25,250
Zimmer, William & Rose M6 L7 L/0 3,500
M6 L8 L/B 28,400
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